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Traction–separation relations (TSR) can be used to represent the interactions at a 

bimaterial interface during fracture and adhesion. The goal of this work is to develop a 

direct method to extract mixed-mode TSRs using only the far-field measurements. 

The first topic of the dissertation deals with extracting mixed-mode TSRs based on 

a combination of global and local measurements including load-displacement, crack 

extension, crack tip opening displacement, and fracture resistance curves. Mixed-mode 

interfacial fracture experiments were conducted using the end loaded split (ELS) 

configuration for a silicon-epoxy interface, where the epoxy thickness was used to control 

the phase angle of the fracture mode-mix. Infra-red crack opening interferometry (IR-COI) 

was used to measure the normal crack opening displacements. For the resistance curves, 

an approximate value of the J-integral was calculated based on a beam-on-elastic-

foundation model that referenced the measured load-displacement data. A damage-based 

cohesive zone model with mixed-mode TSRs was then adopted in finite element analyses, 

with the interfacial properties determined directly from the experiments. With the mode-I 

fracture toughness from a previous study, the model was used to predict mixed-mode 
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fracture of a silicon/epoxy interface for phase angles ranging from -42˚ to 0˚. Additional 

measurements would be necessary to further extend the reach of the model to mode-II 

dominant conditions. 

The second topic of the dissertation addresses characterization of interfacial 

interactions between copper through-silicon vias (TSV) and silicon substrates. A suitable 

choice of via length allowed a direct method to be implemented for determining the mode-

II traction-separation relation between silicon and copper TSVs. This interface was loaded 

in a nano-indentation experiment on specimens with pre cracks that were fabricated using 

focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling. The elastic and plastic properties of the copper vias were 

characterized from micro-pillar compression experiments and associated finite element 

analyses. Analytical and numerical models were developed for extracting the parameters 

of traction-separation relation.  

The third topic of the dissertation explores a more general approach to directly 

extract the mixed-mode traction-separation relations using only far-field measurements 

from laminated beam specimens. Balanced laminated beam configurations were used to 

conduct the mixed-mode fracture experiment on a silicon-epoxy interface. The far-field 

measurements included the displacement at the middle of the bottom adherend at a point 

behind of the crack front, the force-displacement response, and the angle of rotation at the 

end of the top adherend. With these far-field measurements, the J integrals in mode-I and 

mode-II could be calculated separately when the ratio between the thickness and the 

bending stiffness is the same for both the top and bottom adherends. The local separations 

at the crack tip are also calculated using these far-field measurements. The traction-

separation relations are then obtained directly through numerical differentiation of the 

obtained J integral with respect to the local separations. This method was validated by 

comparing to the local measurements of normal separation using IR-COI technique. The 
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extracted normal and shear TSR showed decoupled behavior in damage initiation and 

evolution which indicate that it is impossible to model using potential-based TSRs. A 

promising attempt was made to subtract out the elastic deformations of the epoxy that was 

used in this work. This was achieved by conducting a cohesive zone analysis using an 

extracted pair of normal and shear traction-separation relations for a particular mode-mix 

without the epoxy between the adherends. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTERFACIAL FRACTURE MECHANICS 

Interfacial fracture in multi-layer structures has been a critical issue for thin 

film/substrate systems in electronic packages (Ho et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2007). Especially 

in chip-package systems, interfacial fractures along die and die-attach, die and epoxy 

molding compound interfaces are commonly observed after thermal processing (Zhang et 

al. 2008). These interfacial fractures normally propagate under mixed-mode conditions due 

to differences in layer thicknesses, materials, residual stresses as well as the globally 

applied loading. From a mechanics perspective, these problems have led to a wide range 

of fundamental and applied research. 

The linearly elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and the cohesive zone modeling 

(CZM) approaches are commonly used for interfacial fracture problems. The former is 

often used in brittle fracture related problems where the fracture process zone is small and 

the materials are elastic. Williams (Williams 1959) conducted the pioneering work in the 

early development stages of the LEFM approach, in which he investigated the stresses 

ahead of crack between two dissimilar materials. This lead to extensive research seeking 

analytical solutions to interfacial fracture problems (Rice and Shih 1965, Rice 1968, 

Hutchinson et al. 1987, Rice 1988, Hutchinson and Suo 1992). In their solutions, the extent 

of material dissimilarity was found critical in determine the stress behavior ahead of 

interfacial crack tip (Dundurs 1969). This dissimilarity leads to the oscillatory singularity 

in the solutions which indicates the possible interpenetration of crack surfaces near the 

crack tip. This effect was found to be more significant when shear loading is involved. To 

quantify the shear component, the concept of phase angle ( ) was introduced (Rice 1988, 

Hutchinson and Suo 1992) and referred to as the mode-mix, whose tangent is defined as 
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the proportion of the shear stress in comparison to the normal component. Due to the 

presence of oscillatory singularity, the evaluation of phase angle involves an arbitrary 

length scale which is related to the distance between the location where the mode-mix is 

obtained and the crack tip. In multi-layer structures, this length scale is usually taken as the 

thickness of the thinnest layer (Hutchison and Suo 1992). Interfacial toughness is then 

obtained as a function of the mode-mix (Cao and Evans 1989; Chai and Liechti 1992; Wang 

and Suo 1990). Determination of this function is paramount as it not only can predict 

interfacial toughness at different mode-mix values but also determines when interfacial 

cracks propagate under mixed-mode loading conditions. The LEFM approach has gained 

tremendous popularity due to the availability of abundant solutions. However, limitations 

arise when analyzing interfacial cracks between purely elastic media without accounting 

for any interactions between the crack surfaces.  

The CZM approach, which does account for such interactions, was first proposed 

by Dugdale and Barrenblatt (Dugdale 1960, Barenblatt 1962) to describe the near crack tip 

behavior by accounting for the fracture process zone. By introducing the traction-

separation relations (TSRs) of the interfaces, this approach offered a way to model fracture 

nucleation and propagation which was lacking in LEFM. Needleman (1987), 

Ungasuwarungsri, and Knauss (1987) first applied this approach in modeling interfacial 

fracture propagation. CZM soon became popular not only for modeling interfacial 

delamination (Feraren and Jensen 2004; Li et al. 2005; Parmigiani and Thouless 2007; 

Valoroso and Champaney 2006), but also for other interface problems such as crack 

nucleation at bi-material corners (Mohammed and Liechti 2000), plastic dissipation in thin 

films (Shirani and Liechti 1998), and delamination of composites (Li and Thouless 2006; 

Moroni and Pirondi 2011; Sørensen and Jacobsen 2003). However, specific interfacial 

traction-separation relations are required to properly describe the fracture propagation 
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process and make meaningful predictions. In addition, the mixed-mode nature of TSRs for 

interfaces has to be accounted for in order to model interfacial fracture growth process (Li 

et al. 2006, Högberg et al. 2007, Parmigiani and Thouless 2007, Zhu et al. 2009). 

The form of TSRs was often assumed in the early development of CZM approach. 

In the Dugdale model (Dugdale 1960), an idealized traction-separation relation was used 

which has a constant traction region before failure. The trapezoidal and the bilinear forms 

of TSRs were later assumed in a more realistic description of interfacial fracture growth 

(Tvergaard and Hutchison 1996). Other forms of TSRs have been assumed, representing 

different fracture growth mechanisms. However the following characteristics are generally 

followed in these assumptions (Park and Paulino 2013): (1) the TSR is independent of 

superimposed rigid body motion; (2) the fracture energy defined as the area under the TSR 

curve is finite; (3) the mode-I toughness is usually different from the mode-II toughness; 

(4) critical separations exist which lead to zero tractions; (5) softening stages exist; (6) a 

potential for the TSRs may exist or not. 

Based on assumption (6), the TSRs can be categorized as potential-based or 

damage-based. The most commonly implemented potential based TSRs are that developed 

by Xu and Needleman (1993) in which traction-separation relationships are obtained from 

the first derivatives of an interface potential function. In this model, normal and tangential 

behavior is coupled via exponentially decaying functions of normal and tangential 

separation (McGarry et al. 2013). The ratio of work of tangential separation to the work of 

normal separation was defined to determine the strength of interface under mode I and 

mode II separation. Although this ratio was found to be varying in experiments (Dollhofer 

et al. 2000, Warrior et al. 2003, Yang et al. 2001), it was often assumed to be constant in 

many implementations (Rahulkumar et al. 2000, Yuan and Chen 2003, Zavattieri et al. 

2008). In the potential-based model, the absence of damage means that there will yield zero 
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dissipation in the case of closed deformation loop. This path independence nature causes 

troubles when modeling unloading process for interfacial fracture problems where the 

loading protocol is not monotonic. In the damage-based TSRs, the decaying function of 

traction is often determined by the damage factor which is a function of the vectorial 

separation (Ungsuwarungsru and Knauss 1987, Alfano and Crisfield 2001). The damage 

fact penalized the stiffness to simulate the decaying behavior in tractions. The coupling of 

the normal and shear behavior was determined by sharing the same damaging factor. In the 

damage-based model, elastic unloading is expected. The energy dissipation exists based on 

loading history. 

1.2 INTERFACIAL FRACTURE EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Numerous fracture specimens and loading configurations have been developed 

(Suo and Hutchinson 1988, Reeder and Crews Jr. 1990, Chai and Liechti 1992, Davidson 

and Sundararaman 1996, Birringer et al. 2011) to characterize interfaces covering wide 

ranges of mode-mix. Laminated structures with beam type geometries have been 

commonly used for their simplicity and conveniences for measurements. The double 

cantilever beam (DCB), the end notched flexure (ENF) test (Barrett and Foschi 1977, Chai 

and Mall 1988), the end-loaded split (ELS) test (Wang and Vukanh 1996) and the mixed-

mode bending (MMB) (Charalambides et al. 1989, Charalambides 1990) are some of the 

commonly used configurations in interfacial fracture experiments. The sandwich structures 

(Suo and Hutchinson 1988, Liechti and Freda 1989, Liechti and Marton 2002, Bing and 

Davidson 2010) are especially favored as they provide various loading configuration 

options and relative easy in sample preparation. Most of the above mentioned work focus 

on characterization of fracture toughness. 
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For characterizing TSRs of the interface, the double cantilever beam (DCB) 

specimen (Kanninen 1973, Chow et al. 1979, Williams 1989, Zhu et al. 2009) was mainly 

used for mode-I interfacial fracture. Its main advantage is providing a nominally mode-I 

loading condition. However, the DCB specimen can also be used to extract mixed-mode 

TSRs when loaded asymmetricaly (Sørensen and Kirkegaard 2006, Mangalgiri et al. 1986, 

Sundararaman and Davidson 1997). Other commonly used mixed-mode specimens include 

the four point bend test (Charalambides et al. 1989, Charalambides 1990) and the end 

loaded split (Hutchinson and Suo 1992, Wang and Vukanh 1996). The nature of mixed-

mode experiments has always required the need for innovation which has brought about a 

lot of modifications to previously existing mixed-mode test specimens (Reeder and Crews 

Jr. 1990, Fernlund and Spelt 1994, Davidson and Sundararaman 1996, Bing and Davidson 

2010). Each specimen however, has its own advantages and limitations with respect to the 

mode-mix range provided, the material system dependence and the ease of implementation. 

As mentioned in the earlier section, local crack tip measurements such as crack 

front location and opening are often required for extraction of TSRs. Crack opening 

interferometry (COI) (Liechti 1993), digital image correlation (DIC) (Pan et al. 2009) and 

laser generated stress pulses (Pronin and Gupta 1998) have been developed in the past 

decade to provide such measurements. Crack opening interferometry has been used to 

characterize crack tip behavior in glass/adhesive systems (Chai and Liechti 1992, Liechti 

1993, Swadener et al. 1999, Mello 2003), copper/sapphire bi-crystals (Kysar 2001), 

functionalized silicon surfaces (Na et al. 2011, Na et al. 2016) and silicon/epoxy interface 

(Gowrishankar et al. 2012). In the latter three reports, the silicon/epoxy interface was 

characterized using this technique with infrared (IR) light sources as silicon is transparent 

to IR radiation. The main advantage of this technique is that it provides high resolution 

depending on the wavelength of the light source. Its major limitation lies in the extent of 
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transparency of the materials to the IR light. In addition, this technique only provides 

normal crack opening displacements (NCODs) hence could not be used to measure the 

crack tip behavior in the tangential direction. 

1.3 DETERMINING MIXED-MODE TSRS 

The determination of TSRs are generally approached either directly or iteratively. 

In the direct approach, the specific mode-mix is identified using an LEFM analysis prior 

to the extraction of TSRs. The energy release rate is then calculated approximately using 

analytical solutions. The local crack tip deformations is then measured experimentally. The 

TSRs can then be directly evaluated by taking of the derivative of the energy release rate 

with respect to the measured crack tip displacement. This method was demonstrated by 

many groups (Stigh and Andersson 2000, Sørensen and Jacobsen 2003, Andersson and 

Stigh 2004, Sorensen et al. 2008, Zhu et al. 2009, Li et al. 2011, Li et al. 2013, 

Gowrishankar et al. 2012). However this extraction approach can be constrained by 

resolution issues in locating the crack front and measuring the crack tip opening 

displacements (CTODs). The iterative approach, however, determines the parameters of 

TSR with assumed forms by comparing numerical solutions of variables such as load, crack 

extension (resistance curves), crack opening displacements to measurements. By matching 

the local measurements to CZM results (Cox and Marshall 1991, Swadener and Liechti 

1998, Mohammed and Liechti 2000, Li et al. 2005, Mello and Liechti 2006, Sørensen et 

al. 2008, Gain et al. 2011, Shen and Paulino 2011, Na et al. 2011) or by comparing far-

field measurements such as load-displacement response, specific TSRs are extracted 

corresponding to mode-mix. 

The extraction of TSRs relying on only far-field measurements is essentially an 

inverse problem, which can be categorized into two types. In the first type, the extraction 
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uses whole-field deformation measurements such as moiré interferometry (Guo et al. 1999, 

Mohammed and Liechti 2000). The second type uses experimentally measured load-

displacement or resistance curve data to find the optimal parameters for the cohesive-zone 

laws as mentioned earlier. 

The first approach is based on the Almansi theorem of elasticity (Sokolnikoff 

1946), which states that if the displacements and tractions are simultaneously prescribed 

over a finite region of the boundary of an elastic body, the whole elastic field is then 

uniquely determined. As an example of this approach, Hong and Kim (2003) developed 

the field projection method to extract the cohesive-zone laws from far-field measurements. 

In this full inversion analysis, a solution method was developed that utilizes the path-

independent interaction J-integral applied to an eigenfunction expansion of the cohesive 

crack-tip field. First, a fundamental elastic-field solution to a semi-infinite crack with a 

cohesive zone is developed, which was used as an auxiliary probe field. By applying 

interaction J-integrals between the auxiliary field and the measured displacement data , the 

coefficients of the eigenfunction expansion are then determined. This method ensured the 

uniqueness of the TSRs in the cohesive zone and provided an powerful tool to extract TSRs 

under mixed-mode conditions.  

The second approach is commonly applied to laminated beam type specimens, 

where the path-independent J-integral can be estimated through beam theories or finite 

element analysis. A functional form of the TSRs is usually assumed depending on the 

material systems and the corresponding fracture processes. Then the characteristic 

parameters of the assumed functional form are found iteratively by optimizing the 

parameters to match the numerical results obtained using finite element analysis to 

measured data. This approach is also defined as the iterative approach mentioned in Section 

1.1. In the cases when the CTODs can be directly measured, the assumption of the 
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functional form of TSRs can be relaxed. This approach becomes the direct method 

mentioned in Section 1.1. This type of approach has significant draw backs in the following 

areas: (1) the J-integral is approximated based on beam theory without fully considering 

the interactions along the interfaces; (2) this approach is very sensitive to the resolution of 

the CTOD measurements, which is hard to control in small-scale experiment; (3) this 

approach cannot generally be applied in mixed-mode conditions due to the coupling of the 

normal and shear tractions along the interface. Among these drawbacks, the third one is 

the most difficult to overcome since due to the universality of mixed-mode fracture at 

interfaces. 

To overcome this drawback, extensive efforts have been made to partition the 

energy release rate (ERR) into mode-I (opening mode) and mode-II (sliding mode). 

Williams (1998) conducted the pioneering work in mode-partition using beam theory on 

DCBs made of isotropic materials. Both pure mode I and II conditions were obtained in 

the absence of axial loads. However, the mixed-mode partition was limited to symmetric 

DCBs. Schapery and Davidson (1990) combined numerical and analytical methods to 

predict the ERR under the mixed-mode conditions provided by asymmetric DCB 

specimens. Hutchinson and Suo (1990) reported on the partition of ERR using a combined 

approach with Euler beam theory and 2D elasticity, with stress intensity factors.. They also 

made comments on what were seen as conceptual errors in William’s work. However, later 

experimental work by Charalambides et al. (1992) pointed out that the partition theory 

developed by Williams work agreed was in better agreement with the experiments. This is 

due to the fact that large bridging might have occurred in Charalambides’ experiments. 

However, most of the analysis were focused on perfectly bonded interfaces. Nguyen and 

Levey (2009) presented an exact theory of interfacial debonding in layered elastic 

composites using Fourier series. In their work, non-linear springs were assumed along the 
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interface. Wang et al. (2013) developed expressions for EER in layered isotropic double 

cantilever beams with non-rigid cohesive interfaces. Conroy et al. (2015) conducted mixed-

mode experiments and pointed out that partition is involved in general. This is due to the 

fact that the traction distribution in the cohesive zone is dependent on the coupling of the 

governing equations for separation distributions. Ouyang and Li (2009) reported on the 

decoupling of tension and shear interactions in the governing equation for the shear traction 

distribution in the end-notched flexure experiment and conducted experiments extracting 

interfacial properties in pure Mode-I (Ouyang et al. 2011) and moderate mix-modes by 

varying the thickness of the adhesive (Ji et al. 2012). In their work, the single leg bending 

(SLB) configuration was used. The range of mode-mix was limited because both adherends 

were made of the same material and had the same thickness. The relationship between the 

local crack tip displacements and measurements of global parameters such as load and 

load-line displacement and rotation was not revealed. As a result, the local CTOD 

displacements were measured from images captured near the crack tip using a CCD 

camera. The resolution of the local CTOD measurements was about 3.7 μm/pixel, which 

cause challenges for silicon/epoxy interfaces where critical separations are normally on the 

order of several μm (Gowrishankar et al. 2014, Wu et al. 2016). 

1.4 OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this dissertation is to develop methods to extract mixed-mode 

traction-separation relations for interfaces using far-field measurements with little or no 

local measurements. Specifically, in the next three chapters, the objectives are: 

1. Exploring the determination of the mixed-mode TSRs of the silicon/epoxy 

interface using both global variables and local crack tip measurements.  
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2. Developing a method to characterize the TSV/Si interface using the load-

displacement response from nano-indentation.  

3. Developing a direct method to extract mixed-mode TSRs using only 

measurements at the loading points of laminated beam specimens.   
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CHAPTER 2: DETERMINING MIXED-MODE TSRS USING LOCAL 

AND FAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

In this chapter, a direct method is proposed to extract mixed-mode traction-

separation relations based on measurements of fracture resistance curves and crack tip 

opening displacements. Mixed-mode interfacial fracture experiments were conducted 

using the end loaded split configuration for a silicon-epoxy interface, where the mode mix 

was varied with the epoxy thickness. An infra-red crack opening interferometry (IR-COI) 

was used to measure the normal crack opening displacements, while both normal and shear 

components of the crack-tip opening displacements were obtained by digital image 

correlation (DIC). A damage-based cohesive zone model with mixed-mode traction-

separation relations was adopted in finite element analyses, with the interfacial properties 

determined from the experiments. The mixed-mode cohesive zone model can then be used 

to predict mixed-mode fracture of the same interface for a range of mode-mix within the 

limits of the experiments. 

2.1 EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we describe the specimen preparation, loading devices, and 

measurement techniques (IR-COI and DIC) that were used in the experiments. 

2.1.1 Specimen preparation 

A schematic of the specimen geometry and apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The 

specimen consists of two silicon strips joined by a layer of epoxy. The n-type Si (111) 

wafers supplied by WRS Materials were polished on both sides to facilitate the use of IR-

COI. The wafers were 50 mm in diameter and nominally 590 μm in thickness. An 

automatic dicer (Disco, model DAD 321) was used for cutting wafers into 50 by 5 mm (for 

top adherends) and 40 by 15 mm (for bottom adherends) strips, which were then cleaned 
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individually by ultra-sonication in de-ionized water to remove any accumulated debris. The 

top adherend was coated with an Au/Pd thin film from one end of the strip to a length of 

about 25 mm. The relatively low adhesion energy between the Au/Pd coating and the epoxy 

(~ 0.07 J/m2) allowed an initial crack to form with minimal damage to the silicon/epoxy 

interface. 

The epoxy in the experiments was prepared by mixing the resin (modified 

bishpenol-A epoxy, Araldit® GY502) and hardener (polyamidoamine, Aradur®955) in a 

ratio of 100:45 by weight. The epoxy mixture was then de-gassed in a vacuum chamber. 

To prepare the specimen, a silicon strip was placed on Teflon® tape with shims of different 

thickness to control the height of the epoxy layer. A bead of the degassed epoxy was 

dropped on the silicon surface and spread out with a spatula. Then the silicon strip coated 

with the Au/Pd thin film was pressed on the bead with a weight to spread the epoxy into a 

layer between the two silicon strips. The specimen was cured at 65 ˚C for 3 hours and then 

allowed to cool to room temperature. For the DIC measurements (Fig. 1b), the lower 

adherend was diced to the same width as the top adherend so that the side faces of the 

specimen could be polished to have the required texture. Upon cooling of the specimen, a 

random pattern was generated in the region of interest by polishing of the side of the silicon 

strip with a high grit (>600) sand paper, which allowed correlation software to match 

subsets of the images (Gowrishankar 2014). 

A total of 6 groups of specimens were prepared for both the IR-COI and DIC 

measurements. The epoxy thickness for these specimens were 5, 8, 9.3, 12, 23.3, and 50 

µm, measured by caliper.  
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2.1.2 Load-displacement measurements 

Once the specimen was prepared, it was mounted onto the loading device as shown 

in Figure 1. The loading device consists of a linear actuator coupled with a load cell 

connected to a loading head. The displacement controlled loading protocol was prescribed 

at the end of the top silicon strip. The loading rate was controlled to be at 0.1 μm/s. Both 

the displacement and load measurements were taken simultaneously.  

A typical load-displacement response is shown in Figure 2 with a loading-

unloading cycle. The loading response started with a slightly nonlinear segment due to 

contacts and formation of an initial crack by debonding of the Au/Pd coated part of the 

interface. The response then became linear elastic until crack growth started along the 

silicon/epoxy interface. The crack growth led to the non-linear response as the slope 

decreased gradually with increasing crack length. The unloading response was largely 

linear elastic, but with a smaller stiffness than the loading response as expected for a longer 

crack. As a global measurement, the load-displacement responses were used to determine 

the global J-integral for the fracture-resistance curves as discussed in the later sections. 

2.1.3 IR-COI measurements 

The transparency of silicon to infra-red enabled the measurement of crack length 

and normal crack opening displacement (NCOD) by classical crack opening interferometry 

(Liechti, 1993). This infrared crack opening interferometry (IR-COI) technique essentially 

uses the interference between the two rays reflected from the crack surfaces to determine 

the distance between them. The experiments were performed using an infrared microscope 

(Olympus BH2-UMA) that was fitted with an internal beam splitter and an IR filter (1,040 

± 15 nm) to provide the normal incident beam. A digital camera (Lumenera Corpporation, 

Infinity 3) with a resolution of 1,392 × 1,040 pixels captured the images. The images were 

then processed to determine the location of the crack front and the NCOD (Gowrishankar 
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et al. 2012). Figure 3a shows a fringe pattern obtained by IR-COI and the variation of crack 

length with applied displacement. The procedure for measuring the crack length has been 

described in detail elsewhere (Gowrishankar et al. 2012). The crack front remained 

stationary until the applied displacement reached about 0.25 mm, after which the crack 

growth was observable by IR-COI. The corresponding NCOD profiles near the crack front 

at different applied displacements are shown in Fig. 3b. The location 0x   was set at the 

location of the initial crack front as established by the initial intesntiy pattern. The 

resolution of the IR-COI technique implemented in this work was approximately 330 nm 

for the crack length and 20 nm for measurements of crack length and NCOD, respectively. 

2.1.4 DIC measurements 

DIC was implemented by analyzing images of areas of interest as time elapsed 

during experiment using the ARAMIS® correlation software. The images were taken with 

the help of a 45◦ prism mirror fixed to a groove parallel to the specimen (Fig. 1b). This 

allowed a surface of the specimen that was intersected by the crack front to be viewed 

during the experiment, thereby allowing both the normal and tangential displacements near 

the crack front to be obtained. The DIC technique essentially provides a full field 

measurement of the in-plane deformation, but two reference points were identified on the 

silicon strips at the same horizontal location as the crack front (Fig. 4a). The relative dis-

placement between these two points, including both normal and tangential components 

with respect to the interface, were determined as the components of the crack tip opening 

displacements (CTOD) and recorded as a function of the applied displacement as shown in 

Fig. 4b. The resolution in the CTOD measurement was about 80 nm. 
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2.2 MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

To interpret the experimental data and then to predict mixed-mode interfacial 

fracture, a simple beam on elastic foundation (BEF) model was adopted first, followed by 

a mixed-mode cohesive zone model and finite element simulations using the cohesive 

surface approach in ABAQUS®.  

2.2.1 Beam on Elastic Foundation 

Based on the loading condition, then end-loaded split (ELS) specimen can be 

considered as a cantilever beam on an elastic foundation, with which the energy release 

rate (J-integral) can be calculated based on the global measurements of the load and 

displacement. A model based on beam-on-elastic-foundation was presented in a previous 

study (Gowrishankar et al. 2012), which yielded the force-displacement response at the 

loading point as 
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modulus of silicon. The parameter Ke represents the stiffness of the elastic foundation, 
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modulus of epoxy and eh  as its thickness. The predicted load-displacement response by 
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The crack lengths thus obtained are shown in Figure 3a, in excellent agreement with the 

crack lengths measured by IR-COI. In these calculations, siE  and eE  are taken as 

165.5 GPa and 2.03 GPa, respectively. The in-plane tensile modulus of the Si(111) strips 

was measured in three-point bending (Gowrishankar 2014). The beam thickness Sih  was 

0.59 mm, and its width Sib  was 5 mm, while the epoxy thickness eh  was 8 µm. 

The corresponding energy release rate or J-integral for the crack growth by the BEF 

model is (Gowrishankar et al. 2012) 
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With the effective crack length in Eq. (2.2), the global J-integral can be directly obtained 

using the force and displacement data as 
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2.2.2 Fracture resistance curves 

Fracture resistance curves (Fig. 5) were critical to the extraction of the traction–

separation relations. A resistance curve was generated for each epoxy thickness using the 

crack extension ( a ) obtained from the IR COI measurements and the J-integral calculated 

by means of Eq. 4 and the measured load-displacement response. For each ELS specimen, 

the initial crack did not grow appreciably ( a <0.2 μm) until the J-integral reached a critical 

level (J0). Subsequently, as the J-integral increased, the observable crack length increased. 

Eventually, the crack growth is expected to reach a steady state with a constant J-integral 

(JSS) under the displacement-controlled loading condition. However, the experimental data 

did not always show clear evidence of the steady state, possibly due to the limitation placed 

by the field of view available to the IR-COI system. In such cases, the last data point on 

the resistance curve was taken as the closest approximation of the steady state. The amount 
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of observable crack growth to reach the steady state is labeled as SSa , which corresponds 

to the steady-state damage zone size in the cohesive zone model as discussed later. Clearly, 

Figure 5 shows that the resistance to fracture increased with decreasing epoxy thickness. 

However, since decreasing the adhesive layer thickness is usually expected to decrease the 

resistance to fracture (Chai 1988, 1990), the effect of fracture mode-mix on toughness for 

this epoxy (Chai and Liechti 1992) is considered in the next section as a potential 

contributing factor. In addition, the three quantities defined for each resistance curve, J0, 

JSS, and SSa , will be used to determine the key parameters of the traction–separation 

relations in the cohesive zone model. 

2.2.3 Linearly elastic fracture analysis 

Based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) (Rice, 1988; Hutchinson and 

Suo 1992), the traction on the interface directly ahead of the crack tip for an interfacial 

crack can be written in a complex form as  
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where σ and τ are the normal and shear tractions, 1 2K K iK   is the complex stress 
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in Eq. (2.5) depends on r unless ε = 0. Therefore, an arbitrary length (l) has to be used to 

define the phase angle of mode-mix as, 
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Using different length scales leads to a shift in the phase angle. In the present study, 

we take l = he for the ELS specimen and calculate the phase angle using a semi-analytical 

method and a plane strain finite element model of the ELS specimen. 
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The semi-analytical method recognizes that the ELS specimens in the present study 

are sandwich specimens where the complex stress intensity factor K of the interfacial crack 

depends on the elastic properties of the materials as well as the thickness of the sandwiched 

layer through (Suo and Hutchinson 1989) 
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where IK  and IIK  are the so-called global stress intensity factors associated with the 

reference homogeneous specimen (silicon strips joined without epoxy) but loaded in the 

same manner. The global stress intensity factors were obtained from tabulated values given 

in (Li et al. 2004) for a transversely loaded strip being separated from an infinitely thick 

substrate, which gives a global phase angle of the mode-mix, 
1tan ( / ) 36K II IK K    

. The angle   depends on the elastic mismatch between silicon and epoxy, which is -8° 

by numerical calculations as tabulated in (Suo and Hutchinson 1989). Then, by Eq. 2.6 

with el h , the local phase angle of the mode-mix is -44° for the ELS specimen. Note that 

this result represents the limiting case for an epoxy layer that is very small compared to the 

thickness of the silicon strip and other in-plane length scales (e.g., the crack length).  

In view of the assumptions in the semi-analytical method, a plane strain, linearly 

elastic finite element model (Fig. 6a) was also used to calculate the stress intensity factors 

and phase angles for the ELS specimens with a range of epoxy thicknesses. A stationary 

crack along the upper silicon/epoxy interface was assumed, and the interface ahead of the 

crack was perfectly bonded. A typical mesh near the crack tip, where the singular elements 

were used, is shown in Fig. 6b. The real and imaginary parts of the complex stress intensity 

factor at the crack tip were calculated and the corresponding phase angle of the mode-mix 

was obtained from Eq. 2.6. As shown later (Section 2.3.1), the phase angle depends on the 

epoxy thickness but approaches the asymptotic limit (-44°) as the epoxy thickness 
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decreases, thereby allowing the mode-mix in the experiments to be controlled by varying 

the epoxy thickness of the ELS specimens. 

2.2.4 Mixed-mode cohesive zone analysis 

To simulate interfacial crack growth in the ELS specimens, a finite element model 

was constructed using the commercial package ABAQUS®, where the silicon/epoxy 

interface was modeled by surface-based cohesive interactions with a mixed-mode traction-

separation relation. At each point along the interface, the normal and shear tractions are 

related to the relative displacement across the interface through, 
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where ),( tnfD   is a local damage parameter, generally a function of the interfacial 

separations in both the normal and tangential directions (δn and δt). Prior to damage 

initiation (D = 0), the normal and shear traction-separation relations are un-coupled and 

linear elastic with respective stiffnesses, Kn and Kt. The quadratic nominal stress criterion 

(QUADS) was used as the criterion for damage initiation, 
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where 0n  and 0t  are the maximum possible stresses in normal and shear directions, 

respectively. For the ELS specimens in the present study, it was found that damage 

initiation was primarily controlled by the normal traction (Gowrishankar 2014). This was 

simulated by setting 0t  to be much larger than 0n  so that the second term on the left 

hand side of Eq. (2.9) was negligible. For this reason, 0t = 1 GPa was used in the 

cohesive zone model. As a result, the critical normal traction for damage initiation by Eq. 

(2.9) is nearly independent of the mode-mix ( 0nn   ), while the corresponding shear 

traction and the vectorial traction (𝜎 = √𝜎𝑛2 + 𝜎𝑡
2) do depend on the mode-mix. 
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The mode mix for the cohesive zone model can be defined locally based the ratio 

between the displacement components or the traction components. By using the same 

stiffness for the normal and shear components in Eq. (2.8), Kn = Kt = K0, the two ratios 

become identical and hence the phase angle of mode mix for the cohesive zone mode is: 
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It is noted that the locally defined phase angle may not be a constant value within the 

cohesive zone. In this study, we take the phase angle at the initial crack tip as the mode 

mix of each specimen. As shown in Figure 8, the phase angles by the cohesive zone model 

are close to those based on the LEFM approach, but different from those based on the DIC 

measurements. This difference may be caused by the uncertainties in the selected locations 

as the reference points for the DIC measurements. 

The mixed-mode traction-separation relation after damage initiation depends on the 

evolution of the damage parameter D in Eq. (2.8). Following the assumption that damage 

initiation is controlled by the normal traction, the critical displacements at the point of 

damage initiation are approximately, 𝛿𝑛0 = 𝜎𝑛0/𝐾0  and 𝛿𝑡0 = 𝛿𝑛0 tanΨ . The 

corresponding vectorial displacement is 𝛿0 = 𝜎0/𝐾0  where 𝜎0 = 𝜎𝑛0/|cosΨ|  is the 

vectorial traction. For a particular mode mix, when the vectorial displacement 𝛿 =

√𝛿𝑛2 + 𝛿𝑡
2 > 𝛿0, the damage parameter evolves from 0 to 1 as a function of 𝛿 . For this 

study, an exponential function was used for the damage evolution, which takes the form: 
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where 𝛿𝑚 is the maximum value of the vectorial displacement 𝛿 that has been reached 

at the point throughout the loading history, 𝛿𝑓  is the vectorial displacement when the 

interface is fully damaged (D = 1) at the point, and   is a shape parameter for the 

exponential softening. As a result, when 𝛿 decreases (unloading), 𝛿𝑚 does not change 

and D remains a constant so that the traction decreases linearly with a reduced stiffness by 

Eq. (2.8). In other words, the damage is unrecoverable. 

The local J-integral with a contour enclosing the cohesive zone can be evaluated 

using the tractions and separations that acre active there, so that (Rice, 1988) 
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where 
*

n  and 
*

t  are the normal and shear separations at the initial crack tip. The use 

of the same stiffness in the normal and tangential directions in Eq. (2.8) ensures that the 

vectorial traction (𝜎 = √𝜎𝑛2 + 𝜎𝑡
2) is in the same direction as the vectorial displacement so 

that the local J-integral can be calculated by a single integral over the vectorial traction-

separation relation 𝜎(𝛿), namely 
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where *  is the vectorial separation at the initial crack tip (CTOD). With the damage 

evolution in Eq. (2.11), the mixed-mode fracture toughness can be obtained by the J-

integral with 𝛿∗ = 𝛿𝑓, i.e., 
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As shown in Figure 7, the vectorial traction-separation relation consists of a linear 

elastic part (0 < 𝛿 < 𝛿0) and an exponential softening part (𝛿0 < 𝛿 < 𝛿𝑓), which can be 

integrated separately to yield 
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As a result, )()()( 21   . This decomposition of the fracture toughness turned 

out to be useful for determining the traction-separation relation. 

In ABAQUS, the mixed-mode traction-separation relations can be specified in a 

tabulated form. First, a stiffness K0 is specified for the linear part of the traction-separation 

relation in both the normal and tangential directions. Next, for damage initiation, 0n  and 

0t  are specified in Eq. (2.9), which are independent of mode mix. In the present study, 

the values of 0K  and 0n  were extracted from experiments as discussed in Section 2.6, 

whereas 0t  was set to be 1 GPa as noted before. The exponential damage evolution in 

Eq. (2.11) requires input of two parameters for each mode mix, 𝛿𝑓 − 𝛿0 and  , which 

can be tabulated with the corresponding energy  ratio ( 1m ) for each mode-mix. By 

definition, the energy ratio is related to the phase angle of mode mix as 
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In the cohesive zone modeling (CZM) of the ELS specimen, the silicon/epoxy 

interface was modeled by surface-based cohesive interactions with the mixed-mode 

traction-separation relation just described. An example of the mesh with some opening at 

the initial crack tip and the tractions due to the interactions within the cohesive zone is 

shown in Fig. 6c. The surface-based approach in ABAQUS differs slightly from the 

cohesive element approach. The latter treats the interface as a solid layer with an artificial 

thickness and implements the traction-separation relation as its constitutive behavior. 

However, it was found that using the cohesive elements did not correctly return the input 

tangential traction-separation relation under mixed-mode conditions. The likely cause of 
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this issue is in the calculation of the shear strain for the cohesive element, which includes 

an additional term due to the gradient of normal separation, but is not part of the traction-

separation relation. On the other hand, in the surface-based approach, the traction-

separation relation is defined as a mechanical contact property between two surfaces and 

is implemented within the general contact pair framework in ABAQUS/Standard. This 

allows direct calculations of the interfacial separations as the relative displacements 

between the nodes on the slave surface and their corresponding projection points on the 

master surface in the normal and shear directions, without involving any strain or the 

thickness of the interface. It was found that the surface-based approach correctly 

reproduced the input mixed-mode traction-separation relations when the tractions and 

separations were tracked. The nonlinear finite element model with the cohesive surface 

interactions was then used in conjunction with the ELS experiments to determine the 

mixed-mode traction-separation relations for the silicon/epoxy interface. 

2.3 EXTRACTION OF TSR PARAMETERS 

The first step in establishing the key parameters in the mixed-mode traction-

separation relations was to determine the variation of the phase angle of the mode-mix with 

epoxy thickness from the results of LEFM analyses and the cohesive zone modeling in 

comparison with the DIC measurements. Then the resistance curves for three of the ELS 

specimens shown in Figure 5 were used to extract the parameters of the traction-separation 

relations that were associated with damage initiation and evolution for three different phase 

angles. The data for the other three specimens were used to validate the model in Section 

2.4. Finally, the range of mode-mix phase angles accessible to this model was extended to 

pure mode I ( 0  ) by including data from DCB wedge tests of the same interface 

(Gowrishankar et al. 2012). 
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2.3.1 Mode Mix 

The phase angle of the mode-mix for the ELS specimen is determined from the 

LEFM analyses with el h  in Eq. 2.6 as shown in Figure 8. The semi-analytical method 

predicts an asymptotic limit (-44°) when the epoxy thickness is very small compared to 

other in-plane dimensions, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. The fact that this limit phase angle 

is independent of the epoxy thickness stems from Eq. 2.7 and the choice of the length scale 

el h  in Eq. 2.6, which cancel out the exponential terms in the length scale. On the 

other hand, the results from the linearly elastic, finite element analyses (Fig. 6b) exhibited 

a very clear dependence on the epoxy thickness with the phase angles ranging from 

41 25.5      , while respecting the analytical limit as the epoxy thickness tends to 

zero. 

The results from cohesive zone modeling of the ELS specimens (Fig. 6c) with a 

traction-separation relation that was typical of those subsequently extracted from the 

experiments compare closely with the LEFM results for the phase angles. In this case, the 

phase angle was obtained by applying Eq. (2.10) to the displacements at the initial crack 

tip, which remained a constant for each ESL specimen up to the point of damage initiation. 

As a result, the pre-damage phase angle is nearly identical to the LEFM value. Thus, based 

on the cohesive zone modeling, the ELS experiments conducted in this study covered the 

range 42 26       by varying the epoxy thickness. 

Following Eq. 2.10, the phase angle of the mode-mix could be determined by 

measurements of the normal and tangential CTODs, as shown in Fig. 4 by the DIC 

technique. The CTOD data (Fig. 4b) obtained from the DIC measurements was 

approximated by two linear fits for each displacement component. In each case, the lower 

slope was associated with the development of the cohesive zone, while the larger slope was 

associated with the passage of the traction-free portion of crack faces past the fiducial 
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marks (Fig. 4a). The phase angles plotted in Figure 8 were obtained from the ratio of the 

lower slopes from the normal and tangential displacement responses and in essence are an 

average of the elastic and softening behaviors in the cohesive zone. Apparently, these phase 

angles were considerably different from those obtained by the LEFM and cohesive zone 

modeling. As will be seen from later discussion of the finite element solutions, there is 

more structure to the CTOD data than the linear approximations being made at this stage, 

but the signal to noise ratio from the DIC measurements was not sufficient to resolve this 

structure. This may be due to the fact that the fiducial marks were in the silicon adherends, 

rather than on the crack faces. Since obtaining displacements near such discontinuities is 

difficult with DIC in general, future efforts at using DIC to determine phase angles should 

be directed at resolving these issues, most likely by making use of the full field nature of 

the DIC data. 

2.3.2 Damage Initiation 

The point of damage initiation in the cohesive zone model is assumed to coincide 

with the point of observable crack growth by IR-COI measurements in the ELS 

experiments. This is justified by noting that the normal crack opening is relatively small 

before damage initiation and thus may not be observable. Moreover, the resolution for the 

crack growth measurement was about 330 nm. As shown in Figure 9a, the measured crack 

growth increased considerably from less than 20 nm to about 1 µm after a certain applied 

displacement, 0 , which was taken as the critical loading displacement for damage 

initiation. Meanwhile, the normal CTOD at the same applied displacement 𝛿𝑛(∆0) was 

measured by IR-COI (Figure 9b). The corresponding J-integral as indicated in the 

resistance curve (Figure 9c) is then taken to be identical to the elastic part of the fracture 

toughness in Eq. (2.15), namely, 𝐽0 = 𝐽(∆0) = Γ1 =
1

2
𝜎0𝛿0 . For a particular ELS 
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specimen, the phase angle of mode mix was established in Figure 8 and hence, 𝛿0 =

𝛿𝑛(∆0)/|cosΨ| and 𝜎0 = 2𝐽0/𝛿0 . The stiffness of the interaction is then obtained as 

𝐾0 = 𝜎0/𝛿0, whereas the maximum normal traction is 𝜎𝑛0 = 𝐾0𝛿𝑛(∆0). Therefore, the 

stiffness 𝐾0 and the strength 𝜎𝑛0 can be extracted for each specimen by combining the 

measurements of the crack extension and the normal CTOD. The results are listed in Table 

1 for three of the six ELS specimens, while the other three specimens will be used for 

validation (Section 2.4). We note that the extracted values for 𝐾0 and 𝜎𝑛0 varied slightly 

from specimen to specimen. In the mixed-mode cohesive zone model as described in 

Section 2.2.4, they are independent of mode mix and should be constants for all specimens. 

As a result, the variations are thus considered as data scattering, and the average values are 

taken for 𝐾0 and 𝜎𝑛0 as the parameters of the cohesive zone model in the subsequent 

analysis. 

2.3.3 Damage Evolution 

The damage evolution for each mode-mix (Eq. 2.11) is governed by two additional 

parameters are required for damage evolution for each mode-mix, 𝛿𝑓 and  . Both may 

be mode dependent and specified as a tabulated input in ABAQUS. For each ELS 

specimen, the two parameters were extracted based on the resistance curve and the relation 

in Eq. (2.16). The steady state J-integral of the resistance curve was taken as the mixed-

mode fracture toughness, i.e., Γ(Ψ) = 𝐽𝑠𝑠, and then, Γ2(Ψ) = 𝐽𝑠𝑠 − 𝐽0. Moreover, for a 

given mode mix with corresponding Γ1(Ψ) and Γ2(Ψ), the crack growth to reach the 

steady state ( ssa ) depends on the index  , as shown in Figure 10. It was found that 6   

yielded good agreement with the experiments for all specimen in the present study. Once 

the value of α was selected, the other parameter 𝛿𝑓 was obtained by Eq. (2.16) as 

𝛿𝑓(Ψ) = 𝛿0 + (
𝐽𝑠𝑠−𝐽0

𝐾0𝛿0
)
𝛼(𝑒𝛼−1)

𝑒𝛼−1−𝛼
   (2.18) 
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Following the above procedure, we were able to extract the following parameters for 

the mixed-mode traction separation relation from the ELS experiments: stiffness K0, 

normal strength 𝜎𝑛0, α and 𝛿𝑓, as listed in Table 2.1. In addition, we have assumed that 

shear strength 𝜎𝑡0 = 1GPa. Among all these parameters, only 𝛿𝑓 depended on the mode 

mix and must be specified by the tabulated input (Table 2). Note that the values of 𝛿𝑓 and 

𝛿0 in Table 2 are slightly different from those in Table 1, since they were re-calculated by 

using the average values of K0 and 𝜎𝑛0 along with the measure toughness (Γ) for each 

specimen.  

Recall the phase angle of mode mix as defined by Eq. (2.10) ranged from -42° to -26° 

for the ELS specimens used in the present study (Fig. 8). As a result, the extracted 

parameters are expected to be applicable only within the same range of mode mix. To 

extend the range of mode mix, we took advantage of a previous study (Gowrishankar et al. 

2012) where nominally mode-I double-cantilever beam (DCB) specimens were used to 

determine the mode-I traction-separation relation for a similar silicon/epoxy interface. The 

stiffness was assumed to be 2 GPa/µm, slightly larger than the extracted value (1.33 

GPa/µm) in the present study. The maximum normal traction obtained from the DCB 

specimen was 18 MPa, much lower than the average value (37.3 MPa) from the ELS 

specimens. This discrepancy may be attributed to the different approaches used to 

determine the maximum traction. Nevertheless, by the assumptions in the mixed-mode 

cohesive zone model, we may use the same stiffness (K0 = 1.33 GPa/µm) and the same 

strength (𝜎𝑛0 =37.3 MPa) for mode I (Ψ = 0). On the other hand, the mode-I fracture 

toughness was 1.8 J/m2 by the DCB experiment. Using this fracture toughness, we 

determine the corresponding 𝛿𝑓 for mode I by Eq. (2.18), where 𝛿0 =
𝜎𝑛0

𝐾0
= 0.028 µm, 

𝐽𝑠𝑠 = 1.8  J/m2, 𝐽0 =
1

2
𝜎𝑛0𝛿0 = 0.52  J/m2, and 6  . By including the value of 𝛿𝑓 

(0.236 µm) for mode I in the tabulated input (Table 2), the range of mode mix is extended 
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to be between -41° and 0° for the mixed-mode cohesive zone model. Additional 

experiments would be necessary to further extend the range of mode mix, especially for 

the cases close to pure mode II (Ψ = 90°). 

2.4 DISCUSSION 

At this stage, we have obtained mixed-mode traction-separation relations for 

specimens whose epoxy thickness was 5, 9.3 and 50 μm as embodied in the data supplied 

in Table 1. Although the parameters were extracted from measured crack extension and 

crack tip opening displacements as well as the resistance curve for each specimen, the 

average values of the extracted stiffness and normal strength were used for the final slate 

of parameters listed in Table 2. As a result, the model was first verified by conducting finite 

element analyses of the same specimens that were used to extract parameters and 

comparing the results with measurements of their load-displacement responses, normal 

crack tip opening displacements and the resistance curves. This was followed by applying 

the same model to the other ELS specimens with different mode-mixes for further 

validation.  

First we compare the results (Fig. 11) for the ELS specimen with an epoxy thickness 

of 50 μm, which was one of the three specimens used for the parameter extraction. The 

traction-separation relation that results from the parameters given in Table 2 is shown for 

reference (Fig. 11a). The dominance of the normal component of the input traction-

separation relation is clear at this mode-mix of -26°. The history of the vectorial tractions 

and separations at the initial crack tip from the finite element analysis was consistent with 

the input, despite the change of the phase angle during damage evolution. Note that the 

values of the output shear traction-separation relation were slightly higher than the ones 

that were input and vice versa for the normal traction-separation relations. However, these 
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differences cancelled out for the vectorial traction-separation relation. The measured load-

displacement response (Fig. 11b) and normal CTOD (Fig. 11c) were captured very well by 

the model. Note that both the IR-COI measurements and the finite element analysis were 

able to resolve the normal crack opening displacements sufficiently well to capture the 

passage of the elastic and softening portions of the cohesive interaction (Fig. 9b also), 

whereas the current implementation of DIC (Fig. 4b) was not. The fracture resistance 

curves are compared in Fig. 11d. Here, based on the traction distribution along the 

interface, the crack extension obtained from the finite element model was the distance 

between the initial crack tip and the new crack tip defined at the location where the traction 

was equal to the strength , or where the damage zone (0 < D < 1) and the elastic interaction 

zone (D = 0) met. This definition is consistent with the assumption that 0 1J  , which 

was used in Section 4 for parameter extraction. Moreover, the J-integral that was used for 

extraction of the parameters of the traction-separation relation was based on the beam on 

elastic foundation (BEF) model, Eq. 2.4. When this equation was used with the load-

displacement response obtained from the finite element analysis, the obtained resistance 

curve agrees closely with the data plotted in Fig. 11d. However, the BEF model is an 

approximation and does not account for the part of the cohesive zone where damage is 

evolving. Nonetheless, the contribution of this region to the J-integral can be obtained from 

the finite element analysis and Eq. 2.12 or 2.13, giving a more accurate J-integral. Note 

that it is not accessible from the experiments without direct measurements of the tractions 

and the shear component of CTOD. As shown in Fig. 11d, the BEF approximation correctly 

predicts the initiation and steady-state values of the J-integral (𝐽0 and 𝐽𝑠𝑠), but 

underestimates the J-integral for the resistance curve in between. 

The stage is now set to determine the traction-separation relations for the same 

silicon epoxy interface at any mode-mix between 0 and -42° using the measured steady 
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state toughness    (Figs. 5 & 12) and the input parameters listed in Table 2. The 

analytical procedure is described and then validated with finite element analyses in 

comparison with the data obtained from the three ELS specimens that were not used for 

parameter extraction. 

For the case with mode-mix not provided in the tabulated input (Table 2), the 

parameters of the traction-separation relations can be obtained by interpolation. Let 𝑚1
𝐴 

and 𝑚1
𝐵 be two adjacent energy ratios in the tabulated input. For an energy ratio 𝑚1 in 

between these two values ( 𝑚1
𝐴 < 𝑚1 < 𝑚1

𝐵 ), the corresponding critical separation, 

0
ˆ   f , is obtained by linear interpolation between the input values for 𝑚1

𝐴 and 𝑚1
𝐵. 

As a result, the effective critical separation is predicted as a function of mode mix as  
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using the same values of 0K , 0n , and  . The results of this process are shown as the 

interpolated variation of the toughness with mode-mix between -42° and 0° (Fig. 12). The 

phase angles of the three ELS specimens not used for parameter extraction were -31°, -35° 

and -38°, respectively, and the measured fracture toughness values are in close agreement 

with the interpolated values. With this interpolation procedure implemented in the finite 

element model, the same input parameters, including the tabulated data (Table 2) and the 

values of 0K , 0n , and 0t  can be used in the finite element analyses for other 
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experimental configurations. The results are compared with the measurements in Fig. 13 

for an ELS specimen whose epoxy thickness was 23.3 μm ( 31   ). The normal and shear 

components of the interpolated traction-separation relation are shown first (Fig. 13a). The 

corresponding vectorial traction-separation relation is compared with the tractions and 

separations that were obtained from the output of the finite element analysis, once again 

establishing internal consistency of the model. The computed load-displacement and 

normal CTODs (Fig. 13 b-c) were in excellent agreement with measurements. The 

resistance curve (Fig. 13d) with the J-integral computed from the beam on elastic 

foundation model tracked its measured counterpart well. The J-integral computed using the 

local tractions and separations at the crack tip rose more quickly to steady state as before. 

Similar levels of agreement were achieved for the other two ELS specimens. Therefore, it 

appears that a robust model of mixed-mode fracture between silicon and epoxy has been 

developed for phase angles between -42° and 0°. All that would be needed to extend the 

reach of the model would be a toughness measurement at a mode-mix outside this range. 

Although measurements of normal crack tip opening displacements would provide further 

validation, they are not required for extending the model. However, the present model is 

likely to run into trouble for mode-mixes that are close to pure shear, where damage 

initiation may not be controlled by the normal tractions as assumed in the present study 

and the shear strength, 0t , in Eq. 2.9 has to be determined more accurately. 

The final point to be made in this discussion relates to the scale of the bridging 

provided by this silicon/epoxy interface. The data (Fig. 10a) for ssa , which corresponds 

to the length of the cohesive zone as a function of mode-mix, was normalized (Fig. 10b) 

by the thickness of the silicon strips and compared with the normalized fracture length 

scale 
2

0 si

E
l

h


  (Parmigiani and Thouless 2007). When the strength 0 , which was 
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independent of the mode-mix and was obtained from the parameter extraction exercise and 

the measured values of the toughness   (Figs. 5 & 12) were used in the expression, the 

normalized fracture length scale ranged (Fig. 10b) from about 0.7 to 2.7, while the 

normalized cohesive zone lengths represented by ssa  ranged from 2 to 2.8. The 

difference can be attributed to the fact that the fracture length scale parameter l is useful 

for general scaling arguments, whereas ssa  is specific to the case at hand. It has been 

shown, (Parmigiani and Thouless 2007) that, when the ratio of shear toughness is ten times 

that associated with tensile fracture, small scale bridging can be achieved for l  values of 

100. From Fig. 12, we expect a much larger ratio of toughness values and small scale 

bridging to occur for one to two lower orders of l . This means that large scale bridging 

was indeed in effect for the silicon/epoxy interface being considered here. This may further 

explain the discrepancy between the phase angles obtained from DIC (Fig. 8) and the 

values obtained from the LEFM analyses. Nonetheless, even under large scale bridging, 

the phase angles obtained from the linearly elastic portion of the traction-separation 

relations do still make close reference to values obtained from LEFM analyses. This is not 

surprising based on the results presented in Fig. 9b of Parmigiani and Thouless (2007), but 

it does provide a convenient and common point of reference for phase angles obtained from 

the two approaches. 

Some of the additional results including the comparison between experiment and 

FEA with extracted TSR input were shown in Figure 14 and 15 for specimens with 5 and 

9.3 μm, respectively. Figure 16 and 17 showed the comparison of experimental and FEA 

results with tabular input for the cases with epoxy thickness of 8 and 12 μm, respectively. 
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This work builds on a previous characterization of the traction-separation relations 

of a silicon/epoxy interface that was separated under nominally mode I conditions 

(Gowrishankar et al. 2012). In the present work, mixed-mode conditions were provided by 

an end-loaded-split (ELS) configuration, where the epoxy was sandwiched between two 

silicon strips. The mode-mix provided by the ELS configuration was varied by varying the 

thickness of the epoxy layer. A series of experiments were conducted under displacement 

control. The normal crack opening displacements in the interior of the specimen were 

measured by infra-red crack opening interferometry. In some experiments, digital image 

correlation was used to measure the crack-tip displacements in both the normal and 

tangential directions. Finite element models were developed that accounted for the elastic 

behavior of the silicon and epoxy and the interactions between them using a damage-based 

cohesive zone model. The key parameters for the traction-separation relations were 

extracted from the measured resistance curves and normal crack opening displacements 

along with finite element solutions for a range of values of the softening parameter.  

For the range of mode-mix considered here (-42° to 0°), it was noted that, although 

the steady state toughness was a function of the mode-mix, the elastic behavior, normal 

and shear strengths and the softening parameter were not. The mixed-mode traction-

separation relations from this model were validated by comparing to the ELS experiments 

using epoxy thickness values and associated phase angles that were not used for parameter 

extraction. The load-displacement responses, normal crack tip opening displacements and 

resistance curves were all captured very well. Interestingly, resistance curves based on J-

integral calculations that also accounted for the damaging portion of the traction-separation 

relations had a different shape between J0 and Jss than those that were only based on the 

elastic foundation analyses. This is to be expected, although the measurement-based 
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parameter extraction was, and can only be, founded on the latter, and the J-integral obtained 

locally from the path surrounding the cohesive zone provides the actual resistance curve 

for the silicon/epoxy interface. 
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CHAPTER 3: CHARACTERIZING INTERFACIAL SLIDING OF 

THROUGH-SILICON-VIA BY NANO-INDENTATION 

In this Chapter, an experimental method is proposed to determine the shear sliding 

behavior of the interface between a copper through-silicon-via (TSV) and silicon. This 

interface was loaded in a nano-indentation experiment on specimens that were fabricated 

using focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling. The elastic and plastic properties of the copper via 

were first characterized by micro-pillar compression experiments. The interfacial sliding 

is described by a cohesive zone model with a traction-separation relation including a 

linearly elastic part followed by frictional sliding at a constant shear traction. Both 

analytical and numerical models were developed for extracting the parameters of the 

traction-separation relation for the shear behavior of the interface. The traction-separation 

relation with the extracted parameters may be used to study via extrusion and associated 

reliability analysis for integrated TSV structures. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

3D integration emerged as a solution to the wiring limits imposed on chip 

performance, power dissipation, and packaging form factor beyond the 14 nm technology 

node (Garrou et al. 2012). The through-silicon-via (TSV) is critical as it improves the chip-

performance by providing short vertical interconnects. However, the mismatch of thermal 

expansion coefficients (CTE) between Cu vias and Si wafers can induce considerable 

levels of thermal stress which impairs device performance and reliability (Jiang et al. 

2015). One particular concern is Cu extrusion (De Wolf et al. 2011, Heryanto et al. 2012, 

Messemaeker et al. 2013, Jiang et al. 2015) induced by the thermal stresses, which often 

causes failure in TSVs and neighboring structures during fabrication or thermal cycling. 

Early research suggested that the via extrusion can be suppressed or reduced by enhancing 
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the bonding behavior between TSV and silicon in sliding resistance (De Wolf et al. 2011). 

However, it is quite challenging to experimentally characterize the sliding behavior of the 

interface between copper TSV and silicon. In this work, a characterization method was 

proposed using nano-indentation. 

The proposed method may be considered as a variation of the fiber pushout test 

which is commonly known for characterizing fiber/matrix interfaces in composite 

materials (Bechel et al. 1998). The dimensions of TSVs make the nano-indentation 

experiment ideal for characterizing their properties and interactions with the silicon matrix. 

At this scale, similar experiments have been used to examine the compressive behavior of 

micro pillars. Typically, the micro-scale experiments are prepared through focused ion 

beam (FIB) milling (Bei et al. 2007), which is very suitable for both copper and silicon 

(Alexandre et al. 2008) due to their excellent responsiveness to FIB. Still, challenges exist 

in fabricating the sample on existing TSV structures without damaging the interface or Cu 

via of interest.  

A variety of analytical investigations have been conducted on similar pushout 

problems. The most successful approach is the one based on shear lag theory (Shetty 1998, 

Hutchinson and Jensen 1990). There are couple of assumptions are involved in this theory; 

the end effects are often neglected and the radial stress is considered to be uniform. 

However limited by these assumptions, the shear lag theory provides a closed-form 

solution of the problem. Finite element modeling is also commonly used for this type of 

problem (Liang and Hutchinson 1993) to characterize the energy release rate and sliding 

friction of the fiber-matrix interface. In this work, both LEFM and CZM were used to 

determine the TSR of TSV/Si interface. 
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3.2 EXPERIMENT 

Two different experiments were conducted: (1) copper micro-pillar compression 

experiment; (2) copper via pushout experiment. The micro-pillar experiment was used to 

determine the elastic and plastic properties of the copper via, while the pushout experiment 

revealed the interfacial sliding behavior between the via and its silicon matrix. Both 

experiments were conducted using a nano-indenter (Agilent XP) with a truncated cone 

probe as the loading device. The specimens were prepared from an integrated TSV 

structure using a FIB/SEM dual beam system, which contains both ion beam and electron 

beam columns, intersecting at an angle of 52°. This allowed the specimens to be milled 

with accurate control of depth. 

3.2.1 Material Properties 

The as-received TSV structure contained periodic arrays of blind Cu vias in a 

780 µm (001) Si wafer (Fig. 18). The nominal via diameter and depth were 10 and 55 

µm, respectively. The spacing between the copper vias was 40 μm along the (100) 

direction and 50 μm along the (110) direction of the silicon wafer. To prepare the micro-

pillar specimen, the silicon wafer was diced and polished until one row of the vias was 

about 20 µm away from the polished side. For each micro-pillar specimen, the top 100 nm 

was milled off in order to eliminate the effect of surface roughness. Then the silicon 

surrounding the selected via was milled down by 3 µm in a concentric ring. The inner 

radius was the same as the via diameter (10 µm). The outer radius was 18 µm. 

Subsequently, a second ring pattern with a smaller outer radius (13 µm) was used to mill 

off the silicon immediately surrounding the copper pillar to a nominal depth of 55 µm. 

Finally, additional silicon was removed to expose the side of the micro-pillar (Fig. 19). 

Due to the ion beam divergence, the obtained copper micro-pillar was tapered by an angle 

of 2° with a 6-µm diameter at the top. 
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The micro-pillar compression experiment was conducted using the nano-indenter 

with a truncated cone probe with an 8 µm tip diameter at a rate of 1 nm/s. A total of three 

loading/unloading cycles were applied with prescribed maximum displacements of 500, 

1800, and 6000 nm. The force-displacement responses are shown in Figure 22. For 

comparison, a finite element analysis was conducted to simulate the elastic-plastic 

deformation of the copper micro-pillar, adopting the associated flow model with isotropic 

hardening (ABAQUS®, V6.14). The Ramberg-Osgood equation was used to describe the 

relationship between the plastic strain and stress: 
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where p  is the equivalent plastic strain, e  is the equivalent stress, 0  is the yield 

stress, E  is Young’s modulus, and n  is the hardening exponent. For the copper via, we 

set E  to be 110 GPa and determined 0  and n  based on the load-displacement response 

from the micro-pillar compression experiment. By taking the yield stress to be 216 MPa 

and the hardening exponent to be 3, the finite element analysis yielded a force-

displacement response which is in close agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 22). 

The corresponding von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strains are shown in Figure 23a, 

with contour plots showing a slight gradient due to the tapered cross-section of the micro-

pillar specimen. For the same nominal yield strength, higher hardening exponents lead to 

softer force-displacement responses (Fig. 23b). The obtained strain hardening exponent 

 3n   is smaller than the typical value of 5 for bulk copper (Callister and Rethwisch, 

2014), indicating that the copper TSVs have a stronger hardening response, possibly due 

to relatively small grain sizes (Jiang et al., 2015). 
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3.2.2 Via Pushout Experiment 

The specimen preparation for the via pushout experiments (Fig. 24) was similar to 

the preparation of the micro-pillar specimens. About 100 nm of surface material was first 

removed to obtain a smooth top surface (Fig. 24a). The ring pattern milling was then 

performed to obtain a 3 µm free-standing portion of the via (Fig. 24b). An annular wedge 

crack with a draft angle of 3° was introduced by controlling the beam energy to 30 kPa 

with a working distance of 7 mm (Fig. 24c). The resulting annular crack was about 1µm as 

shown in Figure 24d. After this, the blind via was turned into a through via (Fig. 24 e-f) by 

milling away the silicon and copper from the side at 6 µm below the front of the annular 

crack. The final specimen is shown in Figure 25, which has a total via length of 9 µm and 

a bonded length of 5 µm. 

The pushout experiment was performed with the truncated cone tip under a 

prescribed displacement loading protocol of 1 nm/s. The force-displacement responses for 

three specimens are shown in Figure 26. When the force was lower than 6 mN, there was 

a linearly elastic relationship between the force and displacement. This indicates that the 

copper via remained elastic and no crack growth had occurred. Once the force level 

exceeded 6 mN, a slightly nonlinear response can be observed, which could be the result 

of either copper plasticity or crack growth or both. Remarkably, the force reached a peak 

value of approximately 12 mN, followed by a sudden drop under the displacement-

controlled loading, which was most likely due to unstable crack growth along the interface. 

Subsequently, the indentation force remained constant (~4 mN) as the indenter continued 

pushing the via, which suggests frictional sliding between the via and the surrounding 

silicon. Unloading at this stage showed elastic characteristics with the same slope as the 

initial elastic response. Based on the average measured peak force (~12 mN), the interfacial 

shear strength was initially estimated to be 76 MPa, assuming a contact area based on the 
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bonded length and the via diameter. The constant sliding force provided an estimate of the 

steady-state frictional shear strength of about 25 MPa.  

Moreover, SEM images of the specimen (Fig. 27a) after the pushout experiment 

show clear evidence of interfacial sliding but no severe plastic deformation at the top of 

the via. This suggests that plastic deformation of the copper via was limited due to 

relatively low indentation forces. On the other hand, with an initial crack at the interface 

and a relatively small interfacial area, the force was sufficient to cause unstable crack 

growth along the interface and subsequent frictional sliding. 

The interface was further examined using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDS) after pushing the via out to expose the via side of the interface through the etching 

window (Fig. 25b). The red dashed square identifies the region (Fig. 25 b) where the spot 

for the EDS spectrum (Fig. 25c) was located. The obtained composition data are listed in 

Table 1, where it can be seen that the strongest signal was from copper (74.3%), followed 

by silicon (10.8%) and tantalum (1.1%). Tantalum is commonly used as a barrier layer 

between the copper via and the silicon matrix. The presence of silicon on the via side of 

the interface suggests that the crack growth and sliding occurred close to the interface 

between silicon and the tantalum barrier layer as illustrated schematically in Figure 25d. 

Note that the EDS signals are based on back scattered electrons from the copper which pass 

through the tantalum and silicon on their way to the sensor. 

3.3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The stress and fracture analyses associated with the via pushout experiment were 

conducted at three levels. The first was a shear lag analysis, which was motivated by the 

measured load-displacement response. This was followed by finite element analyses, first 
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based on linearly elastic fracture mechanics and then a specialized cohesive zone model, 

both using the commercial finite element code ABAQUS®. 

3.3.1 Shear Lag Analysis 

In developing a shear lag analysis for the TSV pushout experiment (Fig. 26a), it 

was assumed that the indenter was a rigid flat punch that provided a uniform normal 

traction and end displacement    to the top of the via. The copper via was assumed to 

be linearly elastic in a rigid silicon matrix. The force balance for an element of the via (Fig. 

26b) relates the shear traction    at interface to the axial stress  f  in the via 

through 

dx

dD ff 


4
 , (3.2) 

where 
fD  is the via diameter. The axial stress in the via is related to its axial displacement 

   through Hooke’s law of elasticity: 

dx

d
E ff


  ,  (3.3) 

where 
fE  is Young’s modulus of copper.  

Motivated by the measured load-displacement response, the interface between the 

via and silicon was assumed to follow a shear traction-separation relation with two 

segments (Fig. 26c), first linearly elastic (before fracture) and then a constant traction for 

frictional sliding. i.e., 

0

0

,

,c

k  


  


 


,  (3.4) 

where k  is the initial stiffness of the interface, 0  is the critical separation for fracture, 

and c  is the frictional shear strength of the interface. Correspondingly, the peak traction 

is 0 0k  . 
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When the end displacement 
0  , the axial displacement   is less than 0  

everywhere and thus the traction-separation relation is linearly elastic. In this case, 

substituting Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) into (3.2) results in 





2

2

4 dx

d

k

DE ff
. (3.5) 

Solving Eq. (3.4) with proper boundary conditions, we obtain that 

cosh

cosh

x

H






 
 
  
 
 
 

, (3.6) 

where 
4

f fE D

k
   is a characteristic length and H  is the bonded length of the 

specimen. Here we used two boundary conditions: end displacement on top (

at x H    ) and zero axial force at bottom ( 0f   at 0x  ). The corresponding 

axial stress in the via is then obtained by inserting Eq. (3.6) into (3.3), and the resultant 

indentation force is 
2

2 tanh
4 4

f f

f f

D E H
P D




 

  
   

 
,  (3.7) 

which gives a linear force-displacement relation as the first stage of the pushout 

experiment.  

When the applied end displacement 
0  , part of the interface undergoes 

frictional sliding with 0   while the other part remains linearly elastic with 0  . Let 

1H  be the length of the via where the interface remains linearly elastic (Fig. 26a). For this 

part (
10 Hx  ), we solve Eq. (3.4) to obtain  

0

1

cosh

cosh

x

H


 



 
 
 
 
 
 

,  (3.8) 
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where the displacement is set to be 0  at 1x H . For the upper part ( HxH 1
), the 

constant shear traction in Eq. (3.4) is substituted into Eq. (3.2), which leads to 
2

2
,

4

f f

c

E D d

dx


  (3.9) 

Solving Eq. (3.9) we obtain 

2

1 2

2 c

f f

x C x C
E D


    ,  (3.10) 

where 1C  and 
2C  are coefficients to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

Applying the displacement and stress continuity conditions at 1x H , we obtain 
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 (3.11) 

Furthermore, applying the end displacement condition at x H , we obtain an 

equation for determining 1H  or equivalently, the sliding zone size 1c H H  :  

2

0 0

2
1 tanh 0c

f f

H c c
f c

E D



   

  
     

 
. (3.12) 

Acceptable values of c (i.e., 0 c H  ) are obtained from Eq. (3.12) when 0   and 

c   , where 

2

0

2 c
c

f f

H
E D


   .  (3.13) 

Correspondingly, the indentation force is obtained as 
2

2 04
tanh

4 4

f c
f f f

f

D c H c
P D E

D

  


 

  
    

   
.  (3.14) 

When c   , the entire interface undergoes frictional sliding ( c H ). In this case, 

we have 

f cP D H  ,  (3.15) 

which is a constant, independent of Δ. 
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The force-displacement response of the push-out experiment predicted by the shear 

lag model consists of three segments: a linearly elastic segment (Eq. 3.7), an intermediate 

nonlinear segment (Eq. 3.14), and a constant force segment (Eq. 3.15). It is found that the 

force-displacement response depends sensitively on the bonded length  H  of the 

specimen (Fig. 27). In this case, we take 
0 100nm  , 0.8k  MPa/nm  and 25MPac   for 

discussion. With the same traction-separation relation, a larger bonded length results in a 

stiffer initial load-displacement response and hence higher loads in all three segments. The 

response in the second segment is of particular interest, where the interface is partially 

elastic and partially frictional. For a relatively long specimen ( H 20 μm ), the force 

increases as the indenter displacement increases, but the slope is lower than the elastic 

segment. For a shorter specimen ( H 20 μm ), the force decreases with increasing 

displacement. In all cases, the force drops abruptly at c   , after which the interface is 

fully frictional and the force remains constant. The discontinuous drop of the indentation 

force is a result of the assumed discontinuous traction-separation relation for the interface. 

By Eq. (3.12), there are two possible solutions for the sliding zone size c. Prior to the drop 

( c   ), one solution is greater than the bonded length and thus eliminated. When 

c   , both solutions are acceptable and one of them corresponds to the fully sliding case 

with c = H. As a result, the associated indentation force drops abruptly from the partially 

sliding solution to the fully sliding solution. 

Interestingly, the shear-lag analysis predicts that the intermediate segment between 

the linearly elastic ( 0  ) and fully frictional ( c   ) segments of the force-

displacement response diminishes as the specimen length decreases. For H 5μm , the 

force-displacement response appears to have only two segments as the intermediate 

segment becomes negligibly small. In this case, 
20

0 0

2c c

f f

H
E D

 

 

 
 << 1, and the force-
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displacement response from the indentation experiment can be directly converted to the 

traction-separation relation of the interface. Specifically, the slope of the linearly elastic 

response can be used to determine the stiffness k via Eq. (3.7), the displacement at the peak 

force gives the critical separation 0 , and the constant force in the fully frictional segment 

can be converted to the frictional shear strength c  by Eq. (3.15). Moreover, the peak 

shear traction can be extracted approximately from experiment as 

max
0

f

P

D H



 , (3.16) 

where maxP  is the peak force. It should be noted here that Eq. (3.16) only applies to short 

bonded lengths as an approximation to Eq. (3.14) with c = 0. In terms of designing the TSV 

specimen for the pushout experiment, perhaps the most important implication of the shear-

lag analysis is that short vias are preferable for directly extracting interfacial parameters 

from the measured load-displacement response. Thus the bonded length of the specimen 

was selected to be 5 µm, with which the shear lag analysis was used to obtain a good 

estimate of the parameters as listed in Table 4. 

3.3.2 Linearly Elastic Fracture Analysis 

A linearly elastic fracture analysis was conducted using the finite element package 

ABAQUS® in order to obtain the fracture toughness of the TSV/silicon interface and the 

corresponding mode-mix in the via pushout experiment. In addition, the potential for using 

compliance measurements as a way of measuring the crack length was explored.  

The approach followed the one outlined in Liang and Hutchinson’s work (1993). 

The model was axisymmetric (Fig. 29a) and assumed that the copper via, silicon matrix, 

and the diamond indenter were all linearly elastic and isotropic. The material properties 

used in the finite element model are listed in Table 5. The initial crack length was 1µm in 

order to match the experimental configuration and the crack faces were modeled by contact 
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surfaces in view of the potential for crack face contact under mode II dominant conditions 

(Comninou and Dundurs 1980, Dundurs 1978). Eight-node quadratic elements were used 

for all the elements except those at the crack tip, which were singular elements. The 

indenter load was set at 12 mN, corresponding to the average peak value of the load 

measured in the experiment. The geometrical and mesh details of the finite element model 

are shown in Figure 28a. The corresponding values of the stress intensity factors were 

obtained as: 0.56 GPa mICK    and 0.98 GPa mIICK  . The negative value of the 

mode-I stress intensity factor indicates that there was indeed contact between the crack 

surfaces and fracture occurred under the mode II (shear) condition. The corresponding 

value of the J-integral (not accounting for the negative mode I stress intensity factor) was 

7.9 J/m2, which is therefore viewed as the mode II fracture toughness ( IIJ ) of the 

TSV/silicon interface. Similar values of the fracture toughness were obtained from the 

shear-lag analysis as listed in Table 2, by integrating the traction-separation relation up to 

the maximum shear traction, i.e., 2/00IIJ . From the shear stress contours (Fig. 28c), 

the highest shear stresses occurred at both the crack tip and the bimaterial corner between 

the copper and silicon at the bottom of the via. Furthermore, based on this linearly elastic 

analysis, the stresses exceeded the shear yield strength of the copper (216 MPa) along the 

entire interface which was the motivation for including the plasticity effects in the next 

section. 

The potential for using specimen compliance to track the crack length was explored 

by conducting finite element analyses of stationary cracks ranging from 50 nm to 4 µm for 

a 5- µm via. The compliance only increased by about 3% for cracks ranging from 50 nm 

to 1 µm (Fig. 29) but increased sharply thereafter. For displacement control, this means 

that the J-integral also increases with increasing crack length, which is an unstable 

situation. As indicated earlier, the initial crack from FIB was 1 μm and unstable growth 
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was in fact observed in the experiments. Furthermore, the modest increase in compliance 

from the initial crack length made compliance measurements of crack length in the 

experiment unrealistic. 

3.3.3 Cohesive Zone Analysis 

Nonlinear finite element analysis with cohesive zone modeling provides another 

way to extract the interfacial properties. In doing so, it is no longer necessary to assume 

that the matrix is rigid. It also allows any plastic deformations in the copper to be accounted 

for. The finite element code ABAQUS® was again used for the analysis although the mesh 

was slightly modified (Fig. 28b) in order to accommodate cohesive elements ahead of the 

initial crack front. The silicon was still assumed to be linearly elastic and isotropic, but the 

stress-strain behavior of the copper followed the constitutive behavior that was extracted 

from the micro pillar experiment (Fig. 20). A user-defined cohesive element (UEL) 

subroutine was developed for the interface. Each cohesive element has four nodes, with 

two nodes shared with the corner nodes of a bulk silicon element and the other two with a 

bulk copper element. In the traction-separation relation, the separation   is defined as 

the relative vectorial displacement between the nodes that are connected to the silicon and 

copper. In this work, it was assumed that the elastic portion of the normal and shear 

interactions had the same stiffness k , which ensures that the traction and displacement 

vectors are aligned (Wu et al. 2016). This gives a normal traction-separation relation as 

nk   for both tension and compression. The strength in the normal direction was 

assumed to be infinite. However, the shear interaction had a finite strength 0 0k   

corresponding to onset of sliding at a relative shear displacement 0 . The frictional sliding 

shear strength was set to be c  when the relative shear displacement is greater than 0 . 
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To compare with the load-displacement responses in experiments, we set c  to be 25 

MPa as before and slightly varied the other parameters ( 0  and k) to best fit the response 

before frictional sliding. This scheme led to an average peak shear traction of 77.2 MPa for 

the onset of sliding. The extracted parameters are compared with those obtained using the 

analytical approach in Table 5. It can be seen that the two sets of extracted parameters are 

in close agreement. It is worth noting here that the average J-integral calculated from the 

traction-separation relation prior to sliding is about 7.06 J/m2, which is close to that 

obtained by the LEFM analysis. This shows the consistency between LEFM and cohesive 

zone modeling approaches on the critical J-integral. The agreement in the extracted 

strength values is due to the short via and the resulting unique and striking features of the 

force-displacement response. Both the compliance of the matrix and plasticity in the via 

may contribute to the stiffness of the load-displacement response. However, since 0  was 

about a third of the yield strength of the copper, the amount of plastic deformation turned 

out to be small. The extent of plastic deformation can be seen in the distributions of the 

von Misses stress and equivalent plastic strain (Fig. 30) at the peak load. It can be seen that 

the plastic strain was highly localized near the crack tip and therefore did not affect the 

global force-displacement response (Fig. 31). The numerical model also accounted for the 

compliance of the elastic matrix, which led to an approximately 13% increase in the 

stiffness of the traction-separation relation and correspondingly a smaller value for 0  

compared to the shear lag analysis. 

For the frictional sliding part, a coefficient of friction may be estimated as /c c   , 

where c  is the compressive normal traction at the interface and is mainly caused by the 

mismatch of thermal expansion between the copper via and the silicon wafer. From the 

analytical model developed in (Jiang et al. 2013), the normal traction can be estimated as 
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, (3.17) 

where T  is the temperature change (~250˚C) during the manufacturing process, and 

the coefficients of thermal expansion are: 17ppm/ CCu   and 2.3ppm/ CSi  . Note 

that there is another contribution to the radial traction at the interface which is due to the 

indentation itself. However, this was found to be more than one order of magnitude lower 

than the thermal contribution and hence ignored. With the extracted frictional shear 

strength c = 25 MPa, the coefficient of friction was then estimated to be 0.089. 

3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has described the development of a pushout experiment to extract the 

shear interactions between a copper TSV and silicon. Specimens were fabricated by 

identifying selected vias and using FIB to etch away the silicon beneath the vias and create 

an initial circumferential crack between the copper and silicon. A nano indenter was then 

aligned with each via in turn so that they could be pushed out of the silicon matrix under 

displacement control. A shear lag analysis was used to develop the optimum geometry that 

would allow the parameters associated with the shear interaction between copper and 

silicon to be extracted directly and provide good initial estimates of the traction and relative 

displacement for the initiation of slip as well as the frictional shear strength of the interface. 

This claim was validated by conducting a cohesive zone analysis of the pushout experiment 

that accounted for the plasticity in the copper via and the shear interaction between copper 

and silicon. The shear traction required to initiate slip was 80.5 MPa and the corresponding 

relative displacement across the interface was 179 nm, while the frictional shear stress 

during slip was 25 MPa. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy suggested that the locus of 

failure was in the silicon matrix very close to the tantalum adhesion promoting layer. 
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CHAPTER 4: DIRECT EXTRACTION OF MIXED-MODE TSR 

USING ONLY FAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

This chapter presents a direct method using only far-field data such as load-

displacement and end-rotation responses. First, an Euler-beam analysis was conducted 

showing that, under a balanced condition, the governing equations for the normal and shear 

interactions between the fracture surfaces of a laminated beam specimen can be decoupled 

to allow calculation of the corresponding J-integrals and crack tip displacements using far-

field measurements. The mixed-mode TSRs can then be determined directly without local 

measurements. Subsequently, an experimental approach was developed for a wide range 

of mode mix at an epoxy/silicon interface by making use of asymmetric ELS and ENF 

specimens. The extracted TSRs were then implemented as a user-defined cohesive element 

(UEL) for finite element analyses with decoupled normal and shear interactions. Close 

agreement between the numerical with experimental results validated the proposed scheme. 

Further analysis of the extracted TSRs was conducted in order to develop an interpolation 

scheme of the TSRs at any mode-mix within the range of the characterizing experiments. 

4.1 THEORY AND ANALYSIS 

The problem of interest consists of a laminated beam specimen with one end 

clamped and the other end loaded as shown in Figure 35a. The initial crack length along 

the interface between the two adherend beams is designated as a . The load, displacement, 

and end-rotations are labeled as 
1 1 1, ,P   for the top adherend and 2 2 2, ,P   for 

the bottom one. The origin of the coordinate system was set at the initial crack tip with the 

x  direction pointing towards to the loaded ends. The analysis is conducted based on 

classical Euler-beam theory. 
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4.1.1 Kinematics 

Considering an infinitesimal section of the specimen as shown in Figure 35b, the 

displacement fields in top and bottom adherend are approximately 

1
1 1 10 1( , )

dw
u x z u z

dx
  , 

1 1( ,0)w w x  (4.1) 

2
2 2 20 2( , )

dw
u x z u z

dx
  , 

2 2( ,0)w w x  (4.2) 

where 0iu  ( 1,2i  ) are the axial displacements at the neutral axis of each adherend, and

iw  is the lateral deflection of each adherend. As a result, the relative normal and shear 

displacements across the interface are,  

1 2n w w    and 1 2t b tu u   , (4.3) 

respectively, with 

1 1
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2
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u u
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  , (4.4) 
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2
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Note that, in this approach, if there is an adhesive layer between the adherends, ,n t   

would include the deformation of the adhesive as well as those of the interfaces with the 

upper and lower adherends. A scheme for subtracting out the deformation of any interlayer 

is discussed later in Section 4.5. 

4.1.2 Constitutive relation 

Assuming linearly elastic constitutive relations in both the top and bottom 

adherends, we have the force-displacement relationships as, 
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where 
iN  and iA  are the axial force and stiffness for each adherend, iM  and 

iD  

are the moment and bending stiffness for each adherend, iv  and 
ih  are the Poisson’s 

ratio and thickness of each beam. 

4.1.3 Equilibrium 

The equilibrium of an infinitesimal section is shown in Figure 4.1b. We thus have, 

1dN

dx
  and 2dN

dx
  , (4.7) 

1dQ

dx
   and 2dQ

dx
 , (4.8) 

1 1
1

2

dM h
Q

dx
   and 2 2

2
2

dM h
Q

dx
  , (4.9) 

where iQ  is the shear force for each adherend, and ,   are the normal and shear 

tractions along the interface between the upper and lower beams. 

4.1.4 Governing Equation 

Taking the second and first derivatives of the relative normal and shear 

displacements in Eq. (4.3), respectively, we obtain the corresponding governing equations 

as follows, 

1 2
1 2

1 2

n

M M
w w

D D
       , (4.10) 

1 2 1 2
1 2

1 2 1 22 2
t

N N h h
M M

A A D D
      . (4.11) 

4.1.5 J-integral and CTOD 

Under a generally mixed-mode condition, the path-independent J-integral can be 

calculated with a contour enclosing the entire cohesive zone around the crack tip. Taking 

the contour to immediately follow the interacting surfaces ahead of the crack tip, the J-

integral can be separated into two parts for the normal and shear interactions, or mode-I 

and mode-II components as, 
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where *

n  and *

t  are the normal and shear separations at the initial crack tip ( 0x  ). 

The tractions (  and  ) in general are functions of the separations in both directions. 

The energy release rate of crack growth is then given by the total J-integral, 
I IIJ J J  . 

The second derivative of t  with respect to x  can be obtained from Eq. (4.11) 

along with Eq. (4.7) and (4.9), yielding 
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. (4.13.1) 

For the laminated beam specimen, Eq. (4.8) can be integrated to obtain the shear forces in 

terms of the normal tractions and the applied forces at the loading end, with which Eq. 

(4.13.1) becomes 

2 2

1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2

1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2

1 1

2 2 2 2 4 4
t

Ph P h h h h h
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D D D D A A D D
  

     
            
     

 . (4.13.2) 

To eliminate the coupling with the normal tractions in Eq. (4.13.2), we define a 

balanced condition: 

1 2

1 2

h h

D D
 . (4.14) 

Such a condition can be fulfilled by designing the laminated beam specimen using 

various materials and corresponding thicknesses for the two adherends, as discussed later 

in Section 4.2. It can be shown that when this condition is satisfied, the governing equations 

for shear and normal displacements are decoupled.  

Under the balanced condition, Eq. (4.13.2) becomes 
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where 1 2P P P  . Then, the shear traction can be written as, 
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. We then substitute Eq. (4.16) into Eq. (4.12.2) 

to obtain the mode-II J-integral as, 
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, (4.17) 

where *

t   is the first derivative of the relative shear displacement at the initial crack tip 

( 0x  ). Here we assume that both the shear displacement and its first derivative are zero 

at the clamped end ( x ). 

By Eq. (4.11), the first derivative of the shear displacement to the right of the initial 

crack tip ( 0 x a  ) is  

1

1

( )
2

t

h
P a x

D
    . (4.18.1) 

Note that the axial forces are zero in both beams to the right of the crack tip. The 

first derivative of the shear displacement at the crack tip is then, 

* 1

12
t

h
Pa

D
   . (4.18.2) 
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Integrating (4.18.1), we obtain the relative shear displacement at the crack tip as  
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* 1

14
t t

Ph a
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D
    . (4.18.3) 

Since the axial forces are zero for 0 x a  , the relative shear displacement at the 

loading end of the beams is approximately,  1 1 2 2

1
( )

2
t x a h h     . Thus we can obtain 

the shear CTOD at the crack tip as, 
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where 1 2,     are the end-rotations of the top and bottom adherends, respectively.  

We then substitute Eq. (4.18.2) and (4.18.4) into Eq. (4.17) to obtain a simplified 

expression for 
IIJ , namely 
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Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (4.19) can be fully determined by far-field 

measurements of P  and i . With Eq. (4.18.4), the shear CTOD can also be determined 

by the far-field measurements. Then, by the definition of J-integral in Eq. (4.12.2), we 

obtain the shear traction at the initial crack tip as * II

*

t

dJ

d



 , which gives the shear traction-

separation relation. 

Similarly, the fourth derivative of the normal separation can be obtained from Eq. 

(4.10) along with Eq. (4.7)-(4.9) as 
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. (4.20) 

When the balanced condition in Eq. (4.14) is met, we have a simple relationship 

between the fourth derivative of the opening displacement and the normal traction as 
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(4)ˆ
nD   , (4.21) 

where 
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. Substituting Eq. (4.21) into Eq. (4.12.1), we obtain 
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where *

n  , * (2)

n  and * (3)

n  are the first, second, and third derivatives of the normal 

separation at the initial crack tip (i.e., normal CTOD). The normal CTOD and its 

derivatives are obtained in a similar manner as the shear counterparts. For the beam to the 

right of the initial crack tip ( 0 x a  ), the governing equation becomes 

 (2) 1 2

1 2

n

P P
a x

D D


 
   
 

, (4.23.1) 

which can be integrated to obtain the normal CTOD 
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and the derivatives 
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Substituting Eq. (4.23.2-5) into Eq. (4.22), the mode-I component of the J-integral is then 

 1 2
I 1 2

1 2

ˆ P P
J D

D D
 

 
   

 
. (4.24) 
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Therefore, both the mode-I J-integral and the normal CTOD can be determined by 

far-field measurements of iP , i  and i . Then, by the definition of J-integral in Eq. 

(4.12.1), we obtain the normal traction at the initial crack tip as * I

*

n

dJ

d



 , which gives 

the normal traction-separation relation. 

To validate the proposed method, we carried out experiments using the end-loaded 

split (ELS) and end-notched flexure (ENF) configurations. In the ELS experiments, only 

the top adherend was loaded, which means that 2 0P   and 1P P  was measured. In the 

ENF experiments (see Fig. 36b), we had 1 2   , while the total force P was measured. 

However, the calculation of the mode-I J-integral (Eq. 4.24) requires both end forces (
1 2,  P P

). While independent measurements of both could be possible by adding a strain 

measurement on the lower adherend, there was insufficient room to apply a strain gage to 

the specimen and strain gaging every specimen is costly. On the other hand, it is relatively 

straightforward to measure the NCOD (
*

n ) using the IR-COI technique (Gowrishankar et 

al. 2012). With the measurement of normal CTOD, the force on the top adherend of the 

ENF specimen can then be obtained from Eq. (4.23.2) as, 

 *

1 1 23

2

6ˆ
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P D a

D a
  

 
      

 

. (4.25.1) 

Then Eq. (4.24) becomes 

   
*
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I 1 2 1 22

ˆ6 nD
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a a


   

 
    

 
. (4.25.2) 

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

4.2.1 Experiment Configuration 

Schematics of the apparatus and the specimen geometry are shown in Figure 36a 

and 36b, respectively. The loading device is a slightly modified version of the one that was 
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used in Chapter 2. The bottom clamping condition was changed to an end-clamped 

condition. A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 36c. In this 

experiment, a 45˚ mirror was mounted (Fig. 37a) on the top surface of the top adherend 

above the loading point. A laser beam was projected onto the surface of the mirror so that 

the reflection was almost parallel to the axis of the silicon and incident on a position sensing 

detector (PSD, Thorlabs, PDP90A). Given the initial angle between the incident and 

reflected beams, and the distance L  between the detector and the mirror, the relation 

between the end-rotation of the silicon beam and the vertical movement ( d ) in the 

detector is 
1

1
arctan( / )

2
d L   . The resolution of the end-rotation measurement is then 

estimated to be at ~10-4 radian. To determine the rotation of the lower adherend, a photonic 

sensor (MTI, KD-245) with a resolution of 100 nm was placed a distance of 0a  ahead of 

the initial crack tip to measure the deflection 
20  of the lower adherend. Given that the 

deflection of the lower adherend at the location of the initial crack front was monitored and 

found to be negligible, the end-rotation of the lower adherend was obtained approximately 

as 2 20 0/ a   . In addition, the end displacement of the bottom adherend was obtained 

approximately by extrapolation as  2 0 20/a a   . For ENF, the end-rotation of the 

bottom beam is approximated as    2 2 20 0/ a a     . The corresponding resolution 

for the CTODs obtained from Eq. (4.18) and (4.23) was about 100 nm. Error bars in the 

deduced CTODs were shown to reflect this resolution (Fig. 41). 

Classical crack opening interferometry was used to measure the normal crack 

opening displacement (NCOD) as silicon is transparent to infra-red. This infrared crack 

opening interferometry (IR-COI) technique essentially uses the interference between the 

two rays reflected from the crack surfaces to determine the distance between them. The 

normal infra-red incident beam was provided using an infrared microscope (Olympus BH2-
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UMA) that was fitted with an internal beam splitter and an IR filter (1,040 ± 15 nm). The 

images of the region near the crack front were obtained using a digital camera (Lumenera 

Corporation, Infinity 3) with a resolution of 1,392 × 1,040 pixels. The images were then 

processed to determine the NCOD (Gowrishankar et al. 2012). The IR-COI technique 

implemented in this work has a resolution of 20 nm in the NCOD. It should be noted here 

that in this experiment, all data were collected and synchronized within single Labview® 

control program. 

4.2.2 Specimen Preparation 

The specimen consists of two strips joined by a layer of epoxy. All of the top 

adherends and some of the bottom adherends were cut from n-type Si (111) wafer supplied 

by WRS Materials. The wafers were 50 mm in diameter and nominally 1 mm thick. They 

were polished on both sides to facilitate the use of IR-COI. An automatic dicer (Disco, 

model DAD 321) was used for cutting wafers into 50 by 5 mm strips for the top adherend 

and were then cleaned individually by ultra-sonication in de-ionized water to remove any 

debris accumulated during dicing. To maintain the balanced condition while achieving 

different mode-mix, the bottom strips were made out of materials with different Young’s 

modulus and thickness. For all specimens, the top adherend was coated with an Au/Pd thin 

film from one end of the strip to a length of about 19.5 mm. The relatively low adhesion 

energy between Au/Pd coating and epoxy (~ 0.07 J/m2) allowed an initial crack to form 

before fracture of the silicon/epoxy interface. A two component epoxy system (EP30, 

Masterbond®) was used as the adhesive layer. The epoxy mixture was de-gassed in the 

vacuum chamber upon mixing. The specimens were cured at room temperature for 72 

hours. 
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Two different lengths of strips were prepared for each of the two experimental 

configurations (Fig. 4.2b). The length and width of the bottom strips of the ELS were 40×5 

mm, respectively and 50×5 mm for the ENF configuration . It should be noted here that, 

for the ENF specimen, a metal wire (copper alloy) was used between top and bottom 

adherends in order to reduce the potential effect of friction (Carlsson et al. 1985) between 

the fracture surfaces of the upper and lower adherends. 

4.2.3 Typical Measurements 

The experiment was conducted with an applied displacement rate of 1 µm per 

second. The force versus applied end displacement response for an ELS specimen with 

silicon as the bottom adherend is shown in Figure 38a. The response was initially linear 

and started to exhibit slightly nonlinear behavior after an applied displacement of 

approximately 0.2 mm, as emphasized by the deviation of the dashed straight line. When 

the force was about to reach the maximum, this nonlinear behavior became more 

significant. This nonlinear behavior is related to the growth of the cohesive zone. The force 

decreased after reaching the maximum indicating that the cohesive zone had fully 

developed and crack propagation had entered steady-state. A linear response was found for 

the subsequent unloading, which had a lower compliance, thereby confirming that crack 

extension had occurred during the loading segment. 

The corresponding variation in end-displacement (
2 ) of the bottom adherend is 

shown in Figure 4.4b. The response was again initially linear followed by a nonlinearly 

increasing portion as the cohesive zone developed and decreasing during steady state crack 

growth. The end-rotation of the top adherend increased linearly during the entire loading 

process (Fig. 38c). The NCOD measurements at the location of the initial crack front were 

provided as shown in Figure 38d. They increased slowly during the linear portion of the 
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load-displacement response then increased more rapidly during the development of the 

cohesive zone and finally increased at a slightly reduced rate during steady state growth. 

All these measurements indicated that the interfacial crack experienced three stages: Crack 

face opening without growth, cohesive zone growth and steady-state crack growth. 

The NCOD measurements for an ENF experiment are provided in Figure 39b. This 

shear dominated interfacial fracture growth experienced the same three stages. However, 

the softer load-displacement response associated with cohesive zone development was 

more difficult to discern. Although this is a shear dominant experiment, there is some 

normal opening (Fig. 39b) with a more marked transition to cohesive zone development.  

4.3 ANALYSIS AND MODELING 

4.3.1 Mode-mix 

The analytical method recognizes the ELS specimens as double-layer structure 

where the complex stress intensity factor K is written as (Suo and Hutchinson 1989) 

1/2
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  is a function of elastic mismatch parameters ,     and  . The moment of inertia 

of the composite section is 
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. 

The obtained stress intensity factor was then substituted into Eq. (2.6) to obtain the 

corresponding phase angle. The epoxy thickness of 50 µm was used as the length scale as 
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required in Eq. (2.6). The analytical mode-mix results were compared with those obtained 

using finite element model without considering epoxy layer and were found (Fig. 40) to be 

in agreement. 

The mode-mix results indicate (Fig. 40) that the epoxy layer causes a significant 

shift in phase angle for ELS specimens especially for substrates with high Young’s 

modulus. However, it did not have a similar effect on the ENF specimens. In a sense, this 

effect was limited in the shear dominant regime. By combining ELS and ENF specimens, 

the mode-mix provided in this experiment spanned angles from -50 to 90º. The epoxy 

thickness was well controlled with an average deviation of ±5 µm which resulted in a 

deviation in phase angle of approximately ±1.5˚. Table 6 shows detailed information about 

the specimens and corresponding values of mode-mix angles. From the table, it can be 

observed that the thickness of the bottom adherend increased as the Young’s modulus 

decreased. For the case of an acrylic bottom adherend, the required thickness, which is the 

largest of all bottom adherends, is slightly more than 1/10 of the adherend’s length, 

reaching the upper limit when Euler-beam theory still applies. On the other end, when 

Young’s modulus exceeded 210 GPa (stainless steel), the manufacturing process became 

quite challenging to make adherends with a thickness below 1 mm. Therefore, the ENF 

configuration was selected to extend the mode-mix to the higher end of shear dominance. 

4.3.2 CTOD, J-integral, and TSRs 

The normal and shear CTODs were obtained using Eq. (4.23.2) and (4.18.4), 

respectively and are plotted (Fig. 43) versus applied displacement. The error bars were 

obtained through uncertainty analysis based on the resolutions of the position sensing 

device and photonic sensor. The NCOD measured using IR-COI are also plotted for 

comparison/validation purposes. From the comparison, it is observed that NCODs 
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determined from global parameters and beam theory had similar responses to those 

measured by IR-COI. Close agreement was observed from both the linear stage, the 

concurrent turning point (
1 0.2 mm  ), and the non-linear stage. Especially in the linear 

stage, most of the IR-COI data fell within the error bar range of the deduced NCOD results. 

This close agreement demonstrated the validity of the proposed method for obtaining 

CTODs from far-field data. The NCOD reached 2.5 µm as the force reached its peak. The 

corresponding shear CTOD was at the same level and even higher in the linear stage. 

However, at the peak force , the shear CTOD were much lower than the NCOD. This 

indicated a non-proportional displacement loading path which suggests that the damage 

processes for normal and shear might have initiated at different points in time. 

The calculated J-integrals in both opening and sliding modes are plotted against 

CTODs in Figure 42. Early on, the increments in CTODs were small (Fig. 41) as the end-

displacement increased. The corresponding J-integral also increases slowly to an elastic 

limit of the interfacial behavior (~1 J/m2). However, as the cohesive zone started to grow, 

the CTODs increased rapidly causing significant increases in both components of the J-

integral until JI and JII reached their steady-state limits. It is interesting to note that in Eq. 

(4.17) and Eq. (4.22), the J-integrals were nonlinear functions of CTODs and derivatives 

of CTODs. This fact is demonstrated in this figure. It is also interesting to observe that 
IIJ  

is greater than IJ  by almost 30% which was not seen in Chapter 2. It also should be noted 

here that the error in calculating J-integral is small that, the error bar on J-integral values 

is smaller than the symbol shown in the figure. 

Upon taking the numerical derivatives of the J-integrals with respect to their 

respective CTODs, the resulting TSRs in both directions are obtained in Figure 43. In the 

normal TSR, an initially stiffening response was observed. In the past, the response prior 

to the maximum traction has been universally represented by linearly elastic behavior. 
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Time constraints have not allowed further investigation to determine if the stiffening 

behavior is elastic. A stiffening response is certainly consistent with rubber-like behavior 

and may relate to randomly oriented polymer chains in the epoxy interphase being oriented 

normal to the interface as the loading is increased. The normal traction reached its peak at 

a normal separation of approximately 130 nm which was very close to the values found in 

previous works (Gowrishankar et al. 2014) and in Chapter 2, albeit with a different epoxy. 

The peak strength was about 48 MPa which was at the elastic limit of the epoxy (Na 2015) 

used in present study. After the peak, the normal traction dropped suddenly and eased into 

a plateau with an average strength of 2 MPa, which ended at a normal separation of 2.5 

µm. The descending traction followed a power-law type function of separation, with a 

steeper decay than has been previously described by exponential functions. The shear TSR 

had an essentially linear response till the shear traction reached its peak. After the peak, the 

traction dropped very rapidly to zero with a very small increase in separation for a shear 

interaction range of 0.7 µm, much smaller than the range of the normal interaction. 

Considering the dissimilarities in the behavior of the normal and shear TSRs, the 

development of the separations and tractions was considered in more detail (Fig. 44). The 

crack-tip normal and shear separations are compared in Figure 44a where a short linear 

segment terminates at point ① (
1 0.085 mm  ). After that 

*

n  increases more slowly than 

*

t . This stage ends at point ② ( 1 0.2 mm  ), followed by a faster growth in 
*

n  as 
*

t  

did not change much. After point ③ (
1 0.38 mm  ), both CTODs grow rapidly without 

any specific pattern. The corresponding critical applied displacement points were labeled 

in a plot of the two tractions versus applied end-displacement (Fig. 44b). Between zero and 

point ①, the response is linear for both tractions near the original crack front. After point 

①, the normal traction increases much more rapidly than the linearly increasing shear 

traction. After point ②, the normal traction decreases sharply while the shear traction 
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maintains its constant growth rate. However, after point ③, the shear traction rapidly 

decayed to zero simultaneously with the normal traction. The implication of this sequence 

of events is that damage processes in the normal and shear responses are not coupled as 

commonly assumed. In other words, the mixed fracture process cannot be described by 

using a single damage parameter for both the normal and shear interactions. 

4.3.3 Decoupled Cohesive Zone Modeling 

Weak-formulation 

To describe the cohesive zone growth observed from the extracted TSRs, a user-

defined finite element subroutine (UEL) was programmed within the ABAQUS® (v6.12) 

finite element package. In this subroutine, a cohesive element based on a weak formulation 

of the interfacial behavior was implemented, following the approach by Rahul-Kumar et 

al. (1999), Song et al. (2008), and Alfano et al. (2008). The development of the cohesive 

elements embedded in this implicit finite element framework requires the virtual work by 

the cohesive tractions along an interface. This virtual work is 

  
0

0coh
S

W T dS   , (4.27) 

where 0S  is the interface in the undeformed configuration,    is the virtual jump 

displacement across the cohesive element faces and  T  is the traction along the 

interface. The virtual work in the undeformed configuration in terms of nodal displacement 

 u  can be written as, 

     
0

0

TT

coh
S

W u N T dS   , (4.28) 

where [ ]N  is the nodal shape function matrix, which corresponds to nodal displacement 

jumps. The first variation of the virtual work is written as 

       
0

0

TT

coh
S

d W u N d T dS   . (4.29) 
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The incremental tractions with the corresponding incremental displacement jumps 

are related through the cohesive Jacobian matrix, 

     d T C d  .  (4.30) 

Therefore, the variation of virtual work can be approximately obtained as, 

         
0

0

TT

coh
S

d W u N C N dS du    (4.31) 

The integral in the middle forms the cohesive element stiffness matrix used for 

Newton-Raphson iterations in implicit solution scheme. 

In a two-dimensional setting, this Jacobian matrix is then, 
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. (4.32) 

As observed from the extracted TSRs, the normal traction was found to be 

independent of shear CTOD and vice versa. Therefore, we set the off-diagonal elements in 

this Jacobian matrix to zero in order to implement the aforementioned decoupling. 

Implementation and results 

To import the extracted TSRs into the UEL, we formulated a tabulated input 

approach. Given a set of separations (  ( ,  )T

n t   ) and the tabulated TSR input, the 

corresponding Jacobian matrix is  
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where , ,,  A B A B   were the values in the tabulated TSR input. It should be noted here that 

for the negative part of normal separation, we use the equivalent modulus from the epoxy 

layer to obtain the elements of Jacobian matrix (
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The stress contours at the peak force for the ELS specimen with silicon as the 

bottom adherend are shown in Figure 45. At this moment, the cohesive zone has almost 

fully developed when the shear traction reached the peak, and the interface crack was about 

to enter steady-state. We found that the maximum normal stress was not at the same 

location of the maximum shear stress. This difference resulted from the decoupling of 

normal and shear damage processes in the extracted TSRs. We then plotted the traction and 

separation distribution along the interface (Fig. 46). We confirmed that the peak normal 

traction was ahead of the initial crack tip by 650 µm. The peak shear traction was still at 

the location of the initial crack tip. This separation of peak tractions brought about issues 

in defining crack tips using conventional concepts. It also further confirmed that potential-

based TSRs could not be used to describe the interfacial behavior in the present study. 

We also compared the numerical results to the experimental measurements as a 

consistency check (Fig. 38a-c). Close agreement was found with these global 

measurements (i.e., force response, end-rotation, and end-displacement). We also 

compared the CTODs obtained from the cohesive zone modeling to those from the 

proposed deduction scheme (Eq. 4.18 and 4.23) shown in Figure 4.13. Slight differences 

were found after NCOD exceeded the initiation separation which corresponded to the peak 

traction. This might be due to the Euler beam assumption. The reduced deformation caused 

by shear contributed to the reduction of CTODs from the deduced scheme. From the 

favorable comparison of both far-field and local measurements (Fig. 47), the proposed 

deduction scheme was considered to be validated. 
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4.4 TSRS, TOUGHNESS, AND MODE-MIX 

4.4.1 Normal TSRs 

The normal TSRs extracted for mode-mix angles between 50 50      (i.e., 

lower mode-mix) are plotted in Figure 48a, and those between 50 90     (i.e., higher 

mode-mix) are plotted in Figure 48b. The peak tractions varied (Fig. 49a) between 38.92 

MPa and 47.35 MPa. The separation at the onset of damage ( 0n ), which corresponds to 

the peak traction, varied between 108 nm to 132 nm (Fig. 49b). The critical separation ( nc

) varied between 2.1 µm and 2.7 µm. The strength of the normal TSRs extracted for higher 

mode-mix angles dropped with increasing mode-mix (44.84 MPa, 42.85 MPa, and 38.92 

MPa). The distribution of strengths with mode-mix is summarized in Figure 4.15a and 

indicates that the maximum strength occurred at a mode-mix angle of about 50°. The 

critical separations also dropped (Fig. 50) for mode-mix angles greater than 50°. It is near 

this mode-mix that shear begins to dominate to such an extent that full slip has occurred 

before the normal tractions can fully develop. 

In preparation for generalizing the normal TSRs as a function of mode-mix, each 

extracted TSR was fit to power laws of the form 
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, (4.34) 

where 0  is the normal strength,   and n  are the power law exponents for the 

ascending and descending portions of the TSR. The determination of nc , however, relied 

on the mode-I toughness (shown in Fig. 50). The toughness values can then be obtained by 

taken the integral of Eq. (4.34) with respect to the normal opening ( n ). Thus, 
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The implication of Eq. (4.35) is that nc can be determined numerically if the opening at 

damage initiation ( 0n ), the power law indices ( ,  n  ), and mode-I toughness value ( I ). 

The fitting parameters for the normal TSRs are plotted as a function of the mode-

mix angle (Fig. 51) and actual values are given in Table 7. They were all essentially 

independent of mode-mix. This observation suggested that the normal strength 0  and 

the power law exponents   and n  could be averaged over all mode-mix angles and 

used, along with the variation of the mode-I component of toughness, to determine the 

critical separation nc  from Eq. (4.35). Following this idea, the normal strength was set 

at 42.63 MPa, 0n  was 120 nm,   was 4.5, and n  was -1.35.  

As check on how well the procedure works, the fitted and extracted normal TSRs 

at a mode-mix of 26.97° (ELS specimen with silicon adherends) compare quite well (Fig. 

51a). Close agreement was found in the ascending part, but slight differences were found 

for the descending part. This may be due to the fitting process. The results for a mode-mix 

of 61.07° (ENF specimen with the aluminum as the bottom adherend) are shown in Figure 

51b. The fitted TSR was in reasonable agreement over the entire range of normal opening. 

4.4.2 Shear TSRs 

The shear TSRs for all mode-mix are presented in Figure 52. In all cases, the 

ascending part is linear, albeit with slightly different slopes. The shear strength 0  

increased as the mode-mix increased. The peaks are followed by much sharper decays than 

were observed for the normal TSRs, emphasizing that damage evolution is different under 

tension and shear. This is in contrast to most current representations of mixed-mode TSRs, 

where damage evolution is assumed to be the same for tensile and shear interactions. The 
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initial separation ( 0t ) corresponding to the shear strength and the critical separation (
t c ) 

both increase with increasing mode-mix. 

The parameters of the extracted shear TSRs are listed in Table 8 as a function of 

mode-mix. There was no consistent trend with mode-mix and the variation appeared to be 

small. In fact, the average value of the initial stiffness is 56 MPa/µm, with a coefficient of 

variation of 8%. Consequently, the mean value was used as the initial stiffness of the all 

the shear TSRs ( tk ). The shear strengths were then recomputed from the measured initial 

separations through 0 0t tk  . The difference between the recomputed and original values 

was less than 8%. It was also interesting to note that the ratio 
0 /t t t cf    between the initial 

shear separations ( 0t ) and critical separations ( t c ) had an average of 0.75 with a coefficient 

of variation of 5%. Therefore, it is convenient and reasonable to take this value as a 

constant. The descending part of each shear traction-separation relation was also fit to a 

power law. Thus, the following fit was suggested for each shear TSR. 
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where, t  is the power law exponent for the descending part. The average value over all 

mode-mix values was -9, with a coefficient of variation of 5%. From the average values of 

, ,t t tk f  , the mode-II toughness can then be obtained 
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This allows the initial separation (
0t ) to be extracted as a function of mode-mix from the 

already measured values of II . The values are included in Table 8. In order to avoid 

confusion from plotting all the results, the TSRs obtained in the manner just described are 

compared with the corresponding initial estimates at the mode-mix values of -53 and 87° 
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in Figure 53. In each case, there is close agreement in both the ascending and descending 

portions of the TSRs, thereby generalizing Eq. 4.36 for the shear component of the TSRs 

for the silicon/epoxy interface to all values of mode-mix between -50 and 90°. 

4.4.3 Mixed-mode Toughness 

As just described, both the normal and shear TSRs can be interpolated between -50 

and 90° on the basis of the toughness as a function of mode-mix. For convenience, the 

variation of toughness with mode-mix was fit to a 4th order polynomial  

4 3 2

i i i i i ia b c d e         , (4.38) 

where , , , ,i i i i ia b c d e  for , ,i T I II  are the coefficients of the polynomial Table 9. The 

coefficients for the mode-I toughness were obtained by subtracting the mode-II toughness 

from the total toughness.  

The total toughness versus both global and local phase angles is shown in Figure 

54. The total toughness and the mode-II toughness (Fig. 55) both increased with increasing 

phase angle and exhibited the same asymmetric behavior with respect to mode-mix that 

has been noted for the total toughness of glass/epoxy and sapphire/epoxy interfaces (Chai 

and Liechti 1992, Liang and Liechti 1995, Swadener and Liechti 1998, Mello and Liechti 

2006). The mode-I toughness was essentially constant for negative mode-mix angles (Fig. 

56) and then dropped sharply for angles above 50°. Therefore, for a given mode-mix, the 

toughness of both fracture modes is known and can be used to determine both TSRs using 

the aforementioned procedures. As a result, the TSRs for this silicon/epoxy interface can 

be obtained for phase angles ranging from -50° to 90º, thereby covering almost 80% of the 

whole spectrum of phase angles. 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 

The efficacy of using balanced laminates, with the attendant decoupling of the 

normal and shear tractions in the differential equations for the normal and shear separations 

and mode I and II components of the J-integral, has been demonstrated over a wide range 

of mode-mix angles. An additional benefit is that the crack tip opening displacements can 

be obtained from global parameters including load and load point displacement and 

rotation for each adherend and an Euler beam theory analysis. These global parameters can 

be thought of as amplified signals of the local deformations at the crack tip. The resolution 

in crack tip opening displacements is about 100 nm, which is not as good as the 20 nm 

associated with infra-red crack opening interferometry. However, an advantage of using 

the global measurements is that both normal and shear crack tip opening displacements can 

be measured. 

When the balanced condition is not satisfied, there are coupling terms in both 

differential equations and part of the opening mode J-integral contains the work done by 

the shear tractions, and vice versa. Moreover, more information (such as displacement 

profile and rotation profile along the boundaries, etc.) is needed to determine each 

component of the J-integral. 

The decoupled extraction of normal and shear components of traction-separation 

relations over a wide range of mode-mix angles and without any apriori assumptions as to 

form, damage evolution, etc. allows for a critical examination of cohesive zone modeling 

approaches. In potential-based cohesive zone modeling, it is required that 

    /T      , where   represents the work done when an interface undergoes a 

relative separation ( ). This further requires that the J-integral should be independent of 

loading-path, which was not the case in the present study. Perhaps the most striking 

observation regarding the extracted traction-separation relations is that damage initiation 
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and evolution was different in the two components of the traction-separation relations. This 

is counter to the common assumption that evolution of damage is the same in the normal 

and shear components of the traction-separation relations. This led to the presence of two 

crack fronts; one for opening and the other for slip separation. Another consequence is that 

there was some residual shear strength after the normal traction had nearly vanished.  

The path that the crack tip displacements followed ( *

t  versus *

n ) as the applied 

displacement was increased at a constant rate is shown in Figure 4.23. In all cases, the 

response was not proportional and the shear CTOD initially increased much more quickly 

than the normal component. At higher load levels and lower mode-mix angles  49 , the 

steep rise in shear displacements transitioned to a plateau-like response where the normal 

components increased while the shear remained constant. Such a transition did not develop 

for angles greater than 49 , where the shear CTOD was dominant. For angles of 40, 29 

and 10°, the plateau was followed by a faster increase in shear displacement. It did not 

appear to be possible to convert these observations into a unifying condition. However, the 

normalized toughness values (Fig. 57) followed the familiar interaction form 

1I II

I II

J J
 

   
    

    
, where 1.3  , provided the best fit. 

The extracted TSRs using the beam analysis include the behavior of epoxy layer, 

leaving open the question as to how much of the extracted total separation is due to the 

separation of the two interfaces and how much is due to the bulk epoxy. In doing so, it is 

recognized that it is likely that a thin interphase layer forms in the epoxy next to the silicon. 

This interphase is expected (Sharpe 1972) and has been shown to have mechanical and 

fracture behavior that differs (Rakestraw et al. 1995) from those of the bulk epoxy. The 

contribution of the bulk behavior of the epoxy to the total separation was assumed to be 

elastic. The maximum normal traction was similar to the yield strength of the epoxy (Na 
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2015), so any yielding is expected to be small given the sharp decay in traction (Fig. 51). 

The contribution was determined by first conducting a finite element analysis of two silicon 

strips with the corresponding extracted traction-separation relation active between them. 

This analysis established the extent of the cohesive zone and the tractions acting over it. 

This distribution of tractions was then applied to a strip of epoxy having the thickness of 

the epoxy in the experiment. The bottom of the epoxy strip was fixed in both directions. 

The applied traction profiles are shown in Figure 59a. The normal and shear 

deformations ( ,ne te  ) along the top surface of the epoxy layer are shown in Figure 59b. 

The division between the elastic and damaging part of the cohesive zone can best be 

identified from the normal deformation at about 850 µm from the traction-free crack tip. 

The shear deformation followed the trend observed in the numerical results (Fig. 46). The 

interfacial separations were obtained by subtracting the epoxy deformations from the 

separations that were obtained from the same analysis that had established the distribution 

of tractions in the absence of the epoxy. The resulting traction-separation relations for the 

silicon/epoxy interface at a mode-mix of 40.57° are shown in Figure 60a. After removing 

the elastic response of the epoxy layer in the cohesive zone, the ascending part of the 

normal TSR has a much higher stiffness. The initial normal separation ( 0n ) was reduced 

to 60 nm, which was about half of the original value. The effect of the epoxy layer on the 

descending portion of the traction-separation relation is less noticeable with most of the 

drop in the interaction range from 2.6 to 1.6 µm coming from the elastic part of the traction-

separation relation. In the shear direction, the linear ascending part became slightly 

nonlinear as the traction reached its peak value. The shear interaction range dropped to 

0.74 from 0.78 µm, indicating that the shear deformation in the epoxy at this mode-mix 

was relatively minor. Similar behavior was found for 53.07     and 87.46  (Figure 

60b-c).  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The work in Chapter 2 builds on a previous characterization (Gowrishankar et al. 

2012) of the traction-separation relations of an silicon/epoxy interface that was separated 

under nominally mode-I conditions (Gowrishankar et al. 2012). In the present work, mixed-

mode conditions were provided by an end-loaded-split (ELS) configuration, where the 

epoxy was sandwiched between two silicon strips. The nominal mode-mix provided by the 

ELS configuration was extended by varying the thickness of the epoxy layer. A series of 

experiments were conducted under displacement control. The normal crack opening 

displacements in the interior of the specimen were measured by infra-red crack opening 

interferometry. In some experiments, digital image correlation was used to measure the 

crack-tip displacements in both the normal and tangential directions on one of the edges of 

the specimen, in the region intersected by the crack front. Finite element models of the 

configuration were developed that accounted for the elastic behavior of the silicon and 

epoxy and the interactions between them using a damage-based cohesive zone model. The 

key parameters for the traction-separation relations were extracted from the measured 

resistance curves and normal crack opening displacements and finite element solutions for 

a range of values of the softening parameter in the traction-separation relation. 

For the range of mode-mixes considered here (-41° to 0°), it was noted that, 

although the steady state toughness was a function of the mode-mix, the elastic behavior, 

normal and shear strengths and the softening parameter were not. The mixed-mode 

traction-separation relations from this model were validated by comparing to the ELS 

experiments using epoxy thickness values and associated phase angles that were not used 

for parameter extraction in its development. The load-displacement, and normal crack tip 

opening displacements vs. applied displacement responses and resistance curves were all 
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captured very well. Interestingly, resistance curves based on J-integral calculations that 

also accounted for the damaging portion of the traction-separation relations had a different 

shape than those that were only based on the elastic foundation analyses. This is to be 

expected but, the measurement-based parameter extraction was, and can only be, founded 

on the latter. 

Chapter 3 described a via pushout experiment to extract the interfacial properties 

for shear interactions between a copper TSV and silicon. A shear lag analysis was used to 

develop initial estimates of the interfacial traction-separation relation including the 

frictional shear strength of the interface. This was followed by detailed finite element 

analyses with cohesive zone modeling of the pushout experiment that accounted for the 

plasticity in the copper via and the shear interactions between copper and silicon. The 

average critical shear traction required to initiate interfacial sliding was found to be 77.2 

MPa and the corresponding relative displacement across the interface was 182.7 nm, while 

the frictional shear strength was 25 MPa. The traction-separation relation with the extracted 

parameters may be used to study via extrusion and associated reliability analysis for 

integrated TSV. 

In Chapter 4, an analytical and experimental program was developed to directly and 

simultaneously extract TSRs over a wide range of mode-mix using only far-field 

measurements without making any apriori assumptions on the form of the TSRs. A so-

called balanced condition was used to decouple the shear and normal tractions along the 

interface resulting an explicit expression for the J-integral in both opening and sliding 

modes. The normal and shear CTODs were determined using measurements of load and 

load-line displacement and rotation of each adherend (global parameters) through Euler-

beam theory. The TSRs were obtained from numerical differentiation conducted on each 

component of the J-integral with respect to the corresponding CTODs. NCOD 
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measurements from IR-COI validated the normal crack opening displacements determined 

from the measurement of global parameters. By varying the modulus and thickness of the 

bottom adherend, mode-mix angles ranging from -50˚ to 90˚ were obtained for the 

interfacial fracture of a silicon/epoxy interface using both ELS and ENF specimens. An 

interpolation method was also suggested based on knowing the toughness as a function of 

phase angle and the invariance of the strength and shape of the normal traction-separation 

relations with mode-mix. The shape was based on power laws for the ascending and 

descending portions of the normal and shear traction-separation relations. Cohesive zone 

modeling using the decoupled TSRs was conducted as well. The numerical results were 

compared with experimental ones, serving as a further validation of the proposed scheme 

since the shear CTOD could not be measured using IR-COI. 

In its current form, for examples such as wafer bonding and interactions between 

functionalized surfaces, this approach directly yields the interactions between the 

adherends. When the adherends are joined by an interlayer, the deformations of the layer 

as well as the interfacial interactions between the layer and the adherends are both included 

in the extracted separations. A promising attempt was made to subtract out the elastic 

deformations of the epoxy that was used in this work. This was achieved by conducting a 

cohesive zone analysis using an extracted pair of normal and shear traction-separation 

relations for a particular mode-mix without the epoxy between the adherends. This 

established the distribution of the tractions over the cohesive zone. These became the 

boundary conditions for a second analysis of a strip of the epoxy with the same thickness 

that was used in the experiment being analyzed. The deformations of the epoxy were then 

subtracted from the separations determined from the balanced beam analysis to reveal the 

deformations and traction-separation relations of the silicon epoxy interface. 
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The approach that has been developed here for simultaneously extracting the 

normal and shear components of the mixed-mode interactions of an interface over a wide 

range of mode-mix is relatively simple to implement. It has the potential to be applied to a 

wide range of interfacial problems without any assumptions as to the form of the 

interactions. These can range from those encountered in structural adhesive bonding to 

molecular interactions between 2D materials as long as they are amenable to being 

examined in laminated beam geometries. 

In the future, the developed balanced beam approach can be applied to other 

interfaces such as glass/epoxy, copper/graphene, silicon/silicon, etc. Environmental effects 

such as moisture and temperature can also be studied using the developed experimental 

platform. Rate effects can also be addressed, but all such effects will potentially require 

some modification. The main one has to do with the deformation of any interlayer, 

particularly if any inelastic and nonlinear behavior of the bulk interlayer material is 

involved. While these have not been addressed here, a promising framework has been 

established for doing so. 

In this dissertation, two types of asymmetric specimens (ELS and ENF) were used 

to extend the range of mode-mix. However, it would be more rigorous to use one type of 

specimen with the same adherends while still covering a wide range of mode-mix. The 

requirement of similar adherends addresses the fact that, when an interlayer is involved, 

there are two interfaces. If they are both the same, then the extracted separations can simply 

be divided by two. This can be achieved by making use of the symmetric DCB 

configuration with each beam loaded by two independent actuators (Singh et al. 2010). 

With this setup, we would also obtain more accurate end-rotation measurements with 

additional displacement measurements at the end of the bottom adherend. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: (a) Schematics of the loading device and specimen for the end loaded split (ELS) 

experiments, with IR-COI measurement, (b) setup for DIC. measurements.  
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Figure 2: Load versus displacement response for an ELS specimen with epoxy thickness 

of 8 µm. The initial and final crack lengths are determined by comparing the linear 

parts of the loading and unloading responses with the beam-on-elastic foundation 

(BEF) model. 
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Figure 3: Crack growth versus the applied displacement for the ELS specimen with epoxy 

thickness of 8 μm: (a) crack length by IR-COI measurements and BEF calculation 

using the measured load-displacement responses in Fig. 2.2, (b) Measured NCOD 

profiles at increasing applied displacement.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4: (a) Surface texture of an ELS specimen (50 μm epoxy thickness) for DIC 

measurement, with two reference points identified at the upper and lower sides of 

the initial crack front, (b) measured normal and tangential CTODs by DIC.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 5: Fracture resistance curves for ELS specimens with different epoxy thicknesses. 
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic of a 2D finite element model for the ELS experiments, (b) mesh 

and normal stress contour near a crack tip in a linear elastic finite element 

mode, (c) mesh and normal stress contour near the initial crack tip in a 

nonlinear finite element model with the cohesive surface interactions between 

silicon and epoxy.  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 7: Schematic of a vectorial traction-separation relation. 
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Figure 8: Variation of mode-mix with epoxy thickness in the ELS specimens  
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Figure 9: (a) Measured crack growth versus the applied displacement for a specimen with 

epoxy thickness of 50 µm, (b) measured normal CTOD versus applied 

displacement, (c) fracture resistance curve, (d) early portion of the fracture 

resistance curve. 
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Figure 10: (a) The amount of crack growth required to reach steady state for the ELS 

specimens. Measured values were compared with cohesive zone models with 

different values of the softening parameter. (b) Comparison of the normalized 

values of the measured cohesive zone lengths with the normalized length 

scale parameter  
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Figure 11: Comparison of experimental and FEA results for the ELS specimen with epoxy 

thickness of 50 μm: (a) traction-separation relations, (b) load versus 

displacement, (c) normal CTOD versus applied displacement, (d) fracture 

resistance curve. 
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Figure 12: Mixed-mode fracture toughness by interpolation 
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Figure 13: Comparison of experimental and FEA results for the ELS specimen with epoxy 

thickness of 23.3 µm: (a) traction-separation relations, (b) load versus 

displacement, (c) normal CTOD versus applied displacement, (d) fracture 

resistance curve. 
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Figure 14: (a) Measured crack growth versus the applied displacement for a specimen with 

epoxy thickness of 5 µm, (b) Measured normal CTOD versus applied 

displacement, (c) Fracture resistance curve, (d) Early portion of the fracture 

resistance curve. 
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Figure 15: (a) Measured crack growth versus the applied displacement for a specimen with 

epoxy thickness of 9.3 µm, (b) measured normal CTOD versus applied 

displacement, (c) Fracture resistance curve, (d) early portion of the fracture 

resistance curve. 
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Figure 16: Comparison of experimental and FEA results with tabular input for epoxy 

thickness of 8 µm: (a) traction separation relationship, (b) load versus 

displacement curve, (c) normal crack tip opening displacement versus applied 

displacement curve, (d) resistance curve . 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
(d) 
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Figure 17: Comparison of experimental and FEA results with tabular input for epoxy 

thickness of 12 µm: (a) traction separation relationship, (b) load versus 

displacement curve, (c) normal crack tip opening displacement versus applied 

displacement curve, (d) resistance curve . 

 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 18: TSV pushout specimens prepared by FIB. 
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Figure 19: Copper micro-pillar specimen. 
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Figure 20: The force-displacement response of a copper micro-pillar. 
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(a)  

Figure 21: Finite element model of micro-pillar compression: (a) stress and plastic strain 

contours, 
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(b)  

Figure 22: Finite element model of micro-pillar compression: (a) stress and plastic strain 

contours, (b) effect of hardening exponent on stress-strain behavior.  
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Figure 23: FIB milling of a TSV pushout specimen: (a) top surface removal; (b) forming 

an annular crack, (c) forming a draft angle of 3°; (d) free-standing via with an 

annular crack, (e) a schematic of side opening and (f) edge view of side 

opening in process. 
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(a)  

 

(b)  

Figure 24: The TSV pushout specimen: (a) 52 degree tilted view, (b) side view. 
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Figure 25: The force-displacement responses of TSV pushout specimens. 
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(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 26: (a) post-failure view of a TSV pushout specimen, (b) a via that has 

been pushed out, (c) EDS of a via fracture surface, 
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(d)   

Figure 26: Identification of the locus of failure: (a) post-failure view of a TSV pushout 

specimen, (b) a via that has been pushed out, (c) EDS of a via fracture surface, 

(d) schematic of the failure locus.  
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Figure 27: A shear lag model of a) the TSV pushout experiment, (b) free body diagram, (c) 

traction-separation relation for the interface. 
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(a)  

Figure 28: Results from the shear lag analysis: (a) load-displacement response, 
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(b)  

Figure 28: Results from the shear lag analysis: (a) load-displacement response, (b) shear 

stress-displacement response and input traction-separation relation. 
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(a)  

Figure 29: Effect of via length on crack growth: (a) distribution of relative displacement 

along interface, 
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(b)  

Figure 29: Effect of via length on crack growth: (b) development of slip with applied 

displacement, 
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(c)  

Figure 29: Effect of via length on crack growth: (a) distribution of relative displacement 

along interface, (b) development of slip with applied displacement, (c) effect 

of via length on the indenter displacement at the initiation and completion of 

slip. 
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(c)  

Figure 30: Finite element model: (a) LEFM model mesh, (b) cohesive zone model mesh, 

(c) global and local shear stress distribution.  
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Figure 31: The effect of crack length on specimen compliance. 
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Figure 32: Shear traction-separation relation.  
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(a) .  

 

(b)  

Figure 33: (a) Von Mises stress and (b) equivalent plastic strain. 
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Figure 34: Comparison of force-displacement responses from cohesive zone modeling and 

experiment. 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 35: (a) General specimen configuration, (b) free body diagram of interactions 

between beam elements. 
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(c)  

 

Figure 36: (a) Schematic of loading device, (b) specimen configuration, (c) side view of 

the apparatus. 
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Figure 37: (a) Schematic side view of the experiment, (b) end-rotation measurement using 

a laser and mirror and position sensing detector. 
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Figure 38: Typical response from an ELS specimen with silicon as the bottom adherend (

26.97   ): (a) force displacement response, (b) end-displacement response, 

(c) end-rotation response, (d) NCOD versus applied displacement response. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 39: (a) Force and (b) NCOD measurements from an ENF with silicon as bottom 

adherend ( 61.07   ). 
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Figure 40: Mode-mix versus Young’s modulus of the bottom adherend in a balanced 

condition. 
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Figure 41: Normal and shear CTOD versus applied end-displacement ( 26.97   ). 
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Figure 42: J-integral versus CTOD 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 43: (a) Normal and (b) shear TSR for ELS specimen with silicon as bottom adherend 

( 26.97   ).  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 44: Development of TSRs: (a) separation versus end-displacement, (b) traction 

versus end-displacement ( 26.97   ).  
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Figure 45: Stress contours near region surrounding crack fronts for normal separation and 

slip obtained from cohesive zone modeling for an ELS specimen with silicon 

as the bottom adherend ( 26.97   ). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 46: (a) Traction and (b) separation distribution along interface for ELS specimen 

with silicon as the bottom adherend ( 26.97   ).  
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Figure 47: Comparison of CTODs from cohesive zone modeling and deduced values. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 48: (a) Normal TSRs for low mode-mix, (b) normal TSRs for high mode-mix  
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Figure 49: Fitting parameters for the normal TSRs: (a) strength, (b) separation at peak 

traction, (c) ascending and (d) descending power low exponent. 
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Figure 50: Variation of critical normal separation with mode-mix. 
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Figure 51a: Illustration of fitting of normal TSR for low mode-mix ( 26.97   ). 
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Figure 52b: Illustration of fitting of normal TSR for high mode-mix ( 61.07   ). 
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Figure 53: Shear TSRs for all mode-mix angles. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 54: Fitting of shear TSR: (a) aluminum substrate (ENF) ( 53.07    ), (b) silicon 

substrate (ENF) ( 87.46  ). 
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Figure 55: Total toughness ( T ) versus phase angle. 
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Figure 56: Mode-II toughness ( II ) versus phase angle. 
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Figure 57: Mode-I toughness ( I ) versus phase angle. 
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Figure 58: Loading path for different mode-mix angles. 
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Figure 59: Power-law fracture criterion. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 60: Traction (a) and separation, (b) profiles of the epoxy layer in cohesive zone. 
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(a) 

 
Figure 61: Interfacial TSRs for: (a) 26.97   , 
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(b) 

 
Figure 61: Interfacial TSRs for: (b) 53.07    , 
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(c) 

 

Figure 61: Interfacial TSRs for: (a) 26.97   , (b) 53.07    , (c) 87.46   . 
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TABLES 

Table 1: Extracted parameters for the mixed-mode cohesive zone model. 

Epoxy 

thickness 

(μm) 

Ψ δn0 

(μm) 

δ0 

(μm) 

Γ1 

(J/m2) 

Γ 

(J/m2) 

K0 

(GPa/μm) 

σn0 

(MPa) 

δf 

(μm) 

α 

5 -41° 0.0232 0.0318 0.749 13.10 1.502 36 1.575 6 

9.3 -37° 0.0340 0.043 1.120 9.00 1.208 41 0.954 6 

50 -26° 0.0234 0.026 0.512 5.00 1.278 35 0.721 6 

Average - - - - - 1.33 37.3 - - 

 

Table 2: Tabulated input for the mixed-mode traction-separation relations in ABAQUS. 

Energy ratio m1 𝜹𝒇 (μm) 𝜹𝟎 (μm) 𝜶 

0.570 1.537 0.0372 6 

0.638 1.101 0.0352 6 

0.808 0.669 0.0313 6 

1.000 0.236 0.0280 6 

 

Table 3: Element composition from EDS of the interface after pushout. 

Element Weight (%)  Sigma (%) 

Cu 74.34 0.08 

Si 10.82 0.03 

Ta 1.09 0.08 

Fe 0.04 0.01 

Os 0.01 0.0018 
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Table 4: Extracted parameters for the interfacial traction-separation relation. 

 Specimen  k (MPa/nm) 
0 (nm) 0 (MPa) c (MPa) IIJ (J/m2) 

Analytical 

1 0.418 189.0 79.0 25 7.47 

2 0.392 199.3 78.2 25 7.79 

3 0.402 179.8 72.2 25 6.49 

Numerical 

1 0.450 179.0 80.5 25 7.20 

2 0.407 193.6 78.8 25 7.63 

3 0.412 175.5 72.4 25 6.35 

 

Table 5: Material properties used in finite element analyses. 

 Young’s Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s Ratio 

Cu via 110 0.28 

Si 165 0.2 

Diamond tip 1220 0.22 
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Table 6: Specimens details and mode-mix. 

Configuratio

n 

Materials for 

bottom adherend 

Young's 

modulus E2, 

(GPa) 

Thickness 

h2, 

(mm) 

ψ (˚) 

with 

epoxy 

ψ (˚) 

w/o 

epoxy 

ELS Acylic 3.4 6.97 -53.07 -49.30 

ELS Glassy Polymer 8 4.54 -39.81 -38.85 

ELS 

Glassfilled 

Polymer 16 3.21 -27.83 -24.12 

ELS Aluminum  70 1.54 4.83 10.84 

ELS Copper  120 1.17 18.13 29.21 

ELS Silicon  165 1.00 26.97 40.57 

ELS Stainless Steel 210 0.89 35.27 49.27 

ENF Aluminum  69 1.55 61.07 62.58 

ENF Copper 110 1.22 74.79 76.03 

ENF Silicon  165 1.00 87.46 90.00 
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Table 7: Fitting parameters for normal TSRs. 

  (˚) with epoxy 0  (MPa) 0n  (nm)   n  
I  (J/m2) 

-53.07 42.00 108 4.10 -1.31 7.23 

-39.81 38.92 114 4.58 -1.32 7.26 

-27.83 39.00 110 4.68 -1.39 7.74 

4.83 41.17 117 4.70 -1.42 6.4 

18.13 47.35 123 4.56 -1.38 6.47.7 

26.97 47.14 130 4.65 -1.37 7.69 

35.27 42.85 112 4.50 -1.36 7.06 

61.07 46.84 130 4.45 -1.33 4.29 

74.79 44.84 132 4.30 -1.31 3.85 

average 42.63 120 4.50 -1.35 N/A 
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Table 8: Fitting parameters for shear TSRs. 

  (˚) with 

epoxy 

tk  

(MPa/µm) 

tf  t  II  

(J/m2) 

0t   

(nm) 

-53.07 50.602 0.75 -9.10 12.5 698 

-39.81 52.354 0.79 -9.10 8.35 610 

-27.83 57.934 0.78 -8.70 2.73 305 

4.83 58.000 0.72 -9.50 0.542 133 

18.13 62.310 0.70 -9.10 2.4 265 

26.97 62.300 0.72 -9.80 8.56 529 

35.27 53.059 0.75 -8.50 11.5 746 

61.07 58.035 0.80 -9.00 17.3 765 

74.79 52.000 0.79 -8.20 21.6 886 

87.46 51.462 0.71 -9.00 30.5 1040 

average 55.806 0.75 -9.00 N/A N/A 

 

Table 9: Coefficients in toughness fitting function. 

Toughness a b c d e 

Γ vs ψ, w. ep. (T) 4.00E-07 -7.00E-05 4.60E-03 1.46E-01 7.98E+00 

Γ vs ψ, w/o ep. (T) 2.00E-07 -1.00E-05 6.10E-03 -4.33E-02 7.53E+00 

ΓI vs ψ, w. ep. (I) 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 7.30E+00 

ΓI vs ψ, w/o ep. (I) 3.00E-07 -3.00E-06 1.00E-04 4.80E-03 7.28E+00 

ΓII vs ψ, w. ep. (II) 4.00E-07 -7.00E-05 4.70E-03 1.46E-01 6.79E-01 

ΓII vs ψ, w/o ep. (II) -1.00E-07 -7.00E-06 6.00E-03 -4.81E-02 2.50E-01 
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